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(and Too Far Away to Make a
Difference)." They're Wooster's
very own Bluegrass nana.
Band members include Fresh
men Bin Andrew, on tne naaie ana
the bass, Moondi Klein, banjo and
guitar, and Fred Siewers, guitar;
Sophomores Sally Trait banjo and
guitar, and Jane Paxton, vocal;
and Junior Kris Leslie, fiddle and
hammered dulcimer. All of the
instrumentalists also sing.
Since last fall, the band has
played in a number of places. They
made an earlier appearance at
Zeitgeist, and have played for the
at the county jail house,
Sirisoners
or a student fair held at the
College, for several study breaks,
for the opening of a Home and
Garden Show, and even for a wedding reception.
And just bow did all this get
started? According to fiddler Kris
Leslie, it began as an impromptu
gathering. One afternoon last fall.
Continued on Page 12
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BY SARAH SIMMONS

For senior Mimi Richmond, thea
tre means a lot more than just
stage and make
actors, a
up. As the creator oi tne Experimental Ensemble. Richmond de
signed a production that allows for
intense interaction witn tne aciors
and the audience.
Richmond explains. "There's a
lot more to theatre than just spectators watching a theatre presentation. I want this theatre to reach
out and touch people and affect
them on a new and different leveL"
She created the ensemble as a
part of her senior Independent
Study project First she researched
three experimental groups. The
Living Theatre, The Performance
Group and The Bread and Puppet
Theatre, "in order to explore their
use of the actor audience relationships."
From there, Richmond built an
Continued on Page 11
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the Statehouse Survival Rally.
They joined hundreds of Ohioans in
protesting the current arms buildup and encouraging the Ohio State
Legislature to endorse the recently
proposed
Nuclear
Weapons Freeze.
of the rally,
At the high-poirepresentatives from all 88 Ohio
counties presented petitions containing 131,000 signatures from
Ohio eitixens supporting the
Freeze. Wayne County presented
over 4,000 signatures including
names from both the College and
U.S.-U.S.S.- R.
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Doc Severinsen hammers away at the vibrant keys of his scintillating
Dalline." said freshman former trumpet
at last Monday's performance of Xebron. Photo by Rodger
pledge Marie CaterinL "It's such A. PelagaUL
an immature act"
"He's not giving us any respect I

-
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By KAREN SAPIO
members of the Wooster
campus and community traveled to
Columbus Friday to participate in

i-

Bluegrass Band Experimental
Fiddles Around Ensemble
In Zeitgeist
Reaches Out
JANE
group
There's rather
campus this year, and they call To Audience
themselves "Just North
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force
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opinion,
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with
college
ms
conceded, however,
was inappromethod of
was a
do." He reiterated his opposition to
the Peanuts' initiation week activi
ties in a letter to that group follow
ing the incident The letter read in
part "I wish there had been a
microphone there and a loudspeaker so that I could have more
accurately expressed my reaction
and feelings, and assessment of

don't see how he expects any in
return," said former pledge Sue
Continued on Page 6

Inside

Freeze Rally

old girl scout camp classic, "The what your group was carrying out
at that time."
Birdie Song."
Both Raitt and Peanuts' Presi"Way up in the sky the Utile
dent Phyllis Jones agree that the
birds By
Way down in the nest the little act itself was spontaneous and car
ried no sexual implication what
birds rest
soever. The charge of sexual ha
With wing on the left
was never considered by
rassment
m
right
wing
on
the
And
the Peanuts' leadership. In addiThe little bird sleeps
tion, Jones has not pressed the
All through the night ... "
Passing between the singing administration to take punitive acpledges and a crowd of observers. tion aeainst Raitt "I don't want to
through the mud,"
Dr. Thomas Raitt tenured profes-- . UfiflJiim-dragge- d
she
head,
said.
his
religion,
lowered
of
sor
According to pledges who were
raised his arm, and lifted his middle finger towards the makeshift on the receiving end of Raitt's
gesture, the act was inexcusable
choir.
"I wanted to convey the idea that and unforgivable. "I think it's ap- -

I was totally against what they
were doing at the time," said Raitt
According to Raitt, the gesture was
a form of protest against what he
sees as the "idiocy", of initiation
week activities.
The problem, Raitt says, lies in
the fact that "some persons (ac- -

Copeland

Students Join

(pledges)
themselves." In.
Prof Disturbed tives)demeanthisother
at
practice
tor
principles
basic
the
By 'Idiocy'
stands.
the
that
Raitt
expression
Of Initiation
stupid thing to
priate: "It
BY DAN McKENTY AND
BRIAN HOWLAND
On Friday, April 16 at about 9:55
Pi
a.m., a group of yellow-cla- d
Kappa pledges, adorned with the
traditional peanut jewelry, stood on
the back steps of McGaw Chapel
and upon the insistence of their
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Life Of

New Directorship Of VRC Solicits

community.

The keynote speaker. Father
Richard T. McSorley, described
vividly what would happen to Columbus in the event of a nuclear
attack. The entire downtown area,
he stated, would be completely
destroyed by a blast many times
hotter than the surface of the sun.
Within this area even the most
heavily enforced concrete buildings
would be obliterated and virtually
all the population would be killed.
At a three mile distance from the
center of the blast clothing would
spontaneously ignite from heat
which would cause third degree
burns on all exposed flesh. Farther
away people would suffer very
severe burns and structures surviving the initial blast would be destroyed by a huge fire storm
caused by intense heat and high

winds. In addition, McSorley explained, many would be blinded by
looking at the fireball, and scores
of those surviving the initial blast
would later die from lethal doses of
radiation.
McSorley also commented on the
Holt stressed that they want to
"alter the exclusiveness image that increasing church involvement in
the Center has." Phillis said that the disarmament campaign, espeshe wants "more people to feel that cially the activities of many Roman
the Center is open to them, and to Catholic bishops. Said McSorley
feel free to come in and use the dryly, "There are two things that
have motivated the Catholic bish- resources." The women mentioned that one of ops in the past year: the Holy
the most important goals they have Spirit and Ronald Reagan!"
Reactions from those attending
for the Center in the next year is
"increased cooperation with other the rally have been enthusiastic.
groups on campus such as the
Continued on Page tZ

.

Cooperation With Campus Groups
BY EDITH MeGANDY
The Women's Resource Center
has chosen three new people, all

currently juniors, to direct the

Cen-

ter for the next year; Kaia Phillis,

Constance Holt and Dona Sorce.
Margaret Metcalf, a senior and
of the Center,
formerly
will work with Phillis and Sorce
this spring. Next Fall Quarter, Holt
will join the triumverate. uetcau
commented that she is "really impressed by the enthusiasm and
energy exhibited by the new peo- Black Women's Organization
To
(BWO), the International Student
ple."
The three newly chosen directors' Association and the Women's AthTo
academic interests coincidentally letic Association."
Ann Fisher, the intern who adlie in the field of urban studies.
Policy
Phillis is an economics major and vised the Center this year, has
is minoring in urban studies. Sorce helped the group to make some
A special meeting of the Board of
and Holt are majoring in urban initial contacts with BWO. but the
studies and Holt is minoring in new directors want to pursue this Trustees will be held Monday. May
contact and increase cooperative 10. from 1:30 to 4 in Lowry 120.
women's studies.
None of the three have much efforts with other such organiza- According to College Relations Officer Peter Havholm. the Ad Hoc
aeademic background in women's tions on campus.
Fisher, according to the new Committee to Review the 1972 Sostudies, but according to Phillis are
"very much interested in women's directors, "has been a major figure cial Policy draft report will deal
issues." The new directors encour- in organizing the Center. She has with the issue of investment in
age others who, like themselves, been largely responsible for the South Africa.
Havholm, stressing that the
may have little academic prepara- success of the Center this year.'"
Currently, the Center is planning meeting is open to all interested
tion in women's studies. "Women
shouldn't feel inhibited to come to the "Mosaic of Talent" for this parties, said, "The Board is serimeetings if they haven't taken any quarter. Women with skill in the ously looking for comments from
women's studies courses or don't performing arts are encouraged to the College community."
Havholm noted that students
have any experience with women's contact the Center. Regular meetissues," according to Sorce. Phillis ings of the Women's Resource Cen- wanting to attend the May 10 meetsaid, "The Center is primarily ter are held each Wednesday at 9 ing should inform Secretary of the
College Deborah Hilty prior to the
geared toward worn en and women's p.m. in Lowry Center, Room 114.
meeting.
issues."
co-direct-

or

-
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Support Voting Rights Act
While attention locally and nationally has been centered on
disarmament or freezing nuclear weapons, there are significant
issues of concern which have been left by the wayside of late. One
such issue, of great interest to the republic, is the 10 year extension
of the 1965 Voting Rights Act, now being considered by Congress.
The Voting Rights Act was implemented by Congress in August
1965 as a part of an effort to curb voting abuses in many Southern
Communities, and io provide a guarantee that provision for action
was available should abuses have cropped up elsewhere. The Act has
served its function of fighting voting discrimination well, and should
be extended another decade.
But liberals in Congress are attempting to pollute the original
Act. They want to amend the Act such that the effects test for
establishing discrimination, to be outlined in Section 2. will hinge
upon results rather than intent. If carried through, such an alteration
to the Act might mean that every election which did not reflect the
population make-u- p of a community could be contested. Read for this
elections in which proportional representation based on race or
language status would replace democratic elections.
Liberal proponents of the amendment to Section 2 of the Act have
argued that proving intent to discriminate is impossible or extremely
difficult to prove. Using such logic, it is perfectly reasonable to say
that a smoking gun is needed to prove intent to murder. When the
choice lies between the democratic selection of representatives or
representation based on a quota, which is more in keepng with the
original intent of the Act?
The Reagan Administration has pledged its support for the
extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 as it now reads. To date
the Act has done much to foster the voting rights of minorities in this
country. Liberals, who pitch the claim that they are for the little guy,
are doing much to thwart the efforts to erase" voting discrimination
by urging changes which would only create backlash and enmity.
They would do well to back the Administration on this issue, and
support the extension of the Voting Rights Act.
Timothy E. Spence

Staff Opinion:
ReporterPleadsForChallengingPaper,
BY SUSAN K. ALLEN
Certainly the most serious problem concerning our student news-pap-

tively criticize our society's institutions. If we feel the need to change
things, then it is also our obligation
to influence change.
As a staff member I see problems within the workings of the
paper, but it is also clear that a
great many HEADERS of the Voice
are lazy and apathetic when it
comes to working toward having a
quality paper. So often do we hear
students putting down the paper,
yet it is the people who talk the
most that are the least likely to
contribute their thoughts in the
form of letters to the editor and
guest editorials. I think that we
often take for granted the fact that
this is OUR paper, and is not the
f.
sole property of the

er

this quarter is that it is
BORING. Let's grant time to the
editorial staff to alleviate spelling
errors, problems of sentence construction, and layout mistakes. But
the CONTENT of this paper is what
is really bothering many students,
myself included.
The real problem is a lack of
determination on the part of all
students (readers and staff members alike) to want and make an
interesting newspaper. We need a

--

newspaper that CHALLENGES
things, rather than simply accepts
and then reports them. Some

present Voice staff members might
think of these challenges as something that we as students should not
get involved with. But in., order to
make. this paper one which will be
exciting, informative, and challenging, it is clear that critical thinking
must be stressed. It is true that the
more liberal editorial staff which
preceeded the present one was
better at challenging students to
think critically, but this isn't because of a quality that only liberals
are born with. I feel that WE AS
STUDENTS have an obligation to
question, investigate, and construe- -

Editor-in-Chie-

Many students perhaps claim
that "it isn't worth the trouble" to
express their views "in this lousy
paper." and perhaps by their silence they are indeed contributing
to the

paper.

I

development

of a lousy

A good example of our campus
community's "rejection" of challenge in the paper is the reaction to
a news article that I reported and
wrote for the Voice ("7 Students
Charged in Bissman Incident").
Continued on Page 12

Freeze Issue Clarified
Editor:

All of the turgid stuff on the
Freeze issue that has been generat
ed in the last two weeks needs
to Tim
some clarifkation-ContrarSpence's editorial of two weeks
ago, the U.S. is probably not outnumbered in strategic nuclear
arms and at the bilateral levels
of armament that are current, the
is irrelevant In spite of
auestion
le Soviet economic condition very
few western leaders expect a direct
Soviet move on the U.S. or its
allies. Furthermore, I believe the
Soviet Union and the U.S. share a
concrete interest in reducing nuclear arms even considering ideological differences.
As for your coverage of the
Moscow "peace demonstration" arrests, Tim, I must again correct
your information. Those arrested in
Moscow were not Soviet citizens
but a handful of western Europe
ans. That fact (no Soviet citizens
participated) is very interesting by
itself. The speed of their arrests (it
was about two minutes before the
KGB arrived), is also, interesting.
Last week Susan Prophater ac
cused Spence of misinformation
and propaganda. She might look at
her own work for a fine example of
the former and to some Freeze lit
erature for examples of the latter.
The weapons gaps of the 1950' s and
the early 1960's were not created by
the government. They resulted in
stead from the inability to know
how many weapons the Soviets had
at the time and their production
rate.
The U.S. knew the USSR pos
sessed large bombers and later,
ICBM capability. Large production
rates were assumed and those
rates were later disproved by satel
lite reconnaisance..
If the USSR had had the courage
to open itself we would have known
more about their weaknesses and
assumptions,"
our "worst case
would have been unneeded. Soviet
paranoia bred a natural U.S. re
sponse. Inadequate U.S. conven
tional forces also contributed to a
growth and dependence on nuclear
arms.
Some of your other statements,
Susan, bothered me. One can ques
tion the value of passivity but
cannot naive action be equally dan
y

gerous? If you wish to have your
good intentions unquestioned, take
care in questioning the good intentions in others. That care makes
dialogue and compromise possible.
Those , too are a requirement of

democracy.

Ian Hartrick

Students Compliment
Swimming Cocch
Editor:

Two weeks ago there was an
article pertaining to the women's
swim team in the Voice. This
article was rather interesting but it
left out why the women's team did
so well. The reason why they
"produced" is because of their
coach, Judi Flohr.
Judi, in our books, is not only a
fine coach but also a fantastic
person. When Judi first came to
Wooster many of us were quite
skeptical of her qualifications as a
coach, but as time progressed, our
doubts soon disappeared. Judi was
what many of us expected, a hard
working coach. By the middle of
our "season," many of us had
personal conferences which helped
establish a good one to one relationship with Judi, not only as a coach
but as a concerned person. During
practices, Judi would compliment
us and advise us when needed
which helped us to endure the hard
rigors of practice.
So far. in Spring Quarter, when
most people relax, Judi continues
her hard work to enhance her
program through personal meetings. In these meetings the athlete
has a "down to earth" discussion
with Judi about her program and
how she can improve upon it. This
concept is magnificent because she,
as a coach, gets feed back directly
from the athlete instead of through
the captains or the "grape vine."
Through this direct knowledge.
Judi has started to reevaluate her
program in order to enhance next
year's team as well as personal
goals.

Club President
Upset By Action
Of Professor
Initiation Week is now over but at
least one problem has yet to be
resolved.
Aithmiffh I am not a member of
Pi Kappa. I am very disturbed
about the incident involving the
pledges on McGaw and a professor's reaction to their activity. I
cannot believe that a professor
MnlH ihnv nrh a total lack oi
respect towards individuals who
chose to participate in clubs. What
does this say about his sense of
professionalism? Although Initiation Week does cause some problems andor inconveniences for
and faculty, this
does, in no way, justify this professor's action.
What also disturbs me is the fact
that some seem to approve or
accept this as a way of dealing with
Initiation Week. I cannot see how
this professor's action could be
rnnirirri ammmriate in anv situ
ation. It would not be tolerated if
the situation were reversed and a
student gestured to a faculty member. This would be termed "imma
ture" and would have serious cpn- non-memb-

ers

I feel that the Pi Kappa pledges
deserve an apology, ai ine very
least.
Cmdy Kershner
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News
Digest
By DANIEL McKENTY
AND CHRIS LUSE
WASHINGTON
The

Hero At Wocstcr
Resident Tfaecbgisn
Arrives Next Week
war-prim-

BY PATRICIA WISMER
Most people on campus know that
ColWooster is a Church-relate- d
lege. At least they remember that
while taking their required religion
course. What is not so widely
known is that the College's affiliation with the Church is directly and
indirectly responsible for bringing
a number of exciting lecturers to
campus. Even those with short
memories cannot yet have forgot-- ,
ten William Sloane Coffin's passionate call to resist the arms race or
Milan Opocensky's assertion that it
is easier to be a Christian in a
communist country than in a capitalist one. Those with somewhat
longer memories may recall Paul
e
Lehmann,
during January 1980, whose Doug-

ed

British fleet captured the

Argentinian-hel-

d

South Georgia

is-

lands Monday after killing one
Argentine and dispelling rumors
from British sources of an amphibious attempt Sunday.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher remarked that she will maintain
the strength of the fleet' in an
attempt to force Argentina into
posiretreating from their "dug-in- "
tion on the Falklands. Britain's
Foreign Minister Pym did not state
that a military operation of any
size was scheduled for the Falklands, but he said that such a
strategy is far from being "ruled

Theologian-in-Residenc-

out"

Secretary of State Alexander
Haig remarked that negotiations
between the two warring nations
have delapidated in the wake of the
South Georgian take over and he
expressed hope that the conflict
will still be resolved diplomatically.
Egypt and IsWASHINGTON
rael agreed to negotiate a permanent solution to the disputed Red
Sea beach resort that Israel gave

lass Fireside on sexual ethics

BY DAVID W. JOHNSON

ment intellectuals, the Soviets did
not reduce their military efforts
One of the more illuminating with the dawning of detente and the
tutorials on the inner workings of first SALT agreements.
In contrast
the Soviet system was recently U.S. defense
SALT I as
used
elitists
performed before the House Select
Committee on Intelligence. Arkady an argument for restraining critiShevchenko, a Soviet career diplo- cal U.S. weapons development and
mat who was the longtime personal for sapping the limited momentum
adviser to Foreign Minister Andrei U.S. strategic programs may have
Gromyko, and who at the time of had. It was widely believed that
his defection from the U.S.S.R. held U.S. forbearance would be met
the rank of ambassador plenipoten- with Soviet forbearance. This belief
tiary while serving as the UN's has since waned, though.
Responsible Americans recognize
Under Secretary General, told the
the severity of the strategic milicommittee:
tary situation confronting America
"The longer I served in the Soviet and her Western allies. Others prediplomatic service and the higher I rose, fer to ignore the stark realities,
the more I saw the Machiavellian du- they prefer the false security of
plicity and fraud in Soviet foreign poli- appeasement through unilateral
cy, and the more I was convinced that it disarmament Better judgment I
was not a policy of peace, but a policy of trust,
will prevail.
aggression, expansion, and enslavement
For more than 200 years, citizens
of other people."
the United States willingly alloTerming detente a convenient of
precious resources for the
cated
camouflage for ruthless Soviet powof their liberty. Such sacrier politics, Shevchenko said that defense
fices were viewed as a distasteful
Soviet Russia is "engaged in an but essential aspect of a life of
armaments program more rapid
Seldom did a generation
and intensive than any since Hit- freedom.
pass without a direct threat to the
ler's armament of Germany before American cause of freedom and a
the Second World War."
call to arms. Today, in a modern
While there are some that would technological
and nuclear age, the
downplay the significance of the threats continue,
but they are now
growing Soviet challenge, the facts dangerously imperceptible
to all
of the balance of power between but the most astute observers.
the U.S. and Soviet Russia are
simple, stark, and profoundly disturbing
and no amount of peacenik sophistry can erase them.
Though the strategic balance at
any given period of time is impo- Foreign Exchcnge
rtant the narrow focus of the bal- To
ance at this time may well tend to
Goeit Columnist

strategic arms control to ease

strains and to send a signal
to Moscow's emerging leaders.
Haig's call came as the Pentagon
prepared to offer evidence of a
"rinsed Senate hriefini? of a maior
NATO

Soviet buildup.

WARSAW
Poland's Primate
Josef Glemp met with Pope John
Paul n to discuss the church's
campaign to free 3,000 people held
by Poland's martial law regime.
The Vatican refused to give details
of the talk, but Glemp expressed
concerns about the situation in his
SAN SALVADOR

El

Salva-

dor's constituent assembly opened
this week, but the military and
Moderate Christian Democrats,
who hold 24 of the 60 seat body,
called the ceremony. A coalition of
parties controls the
four right-win- g
body, but has ruled out a role for
the centrists and the ongoing junta.
Nicaragua said
. MANAGUA
insurgents based in Honduras at
tacked a border post ana kiuea zour
soldiers. Managua lodged a protest
with Honduras, warning of confrontations if armed Nicaraguan exiles
continue to be given freedom of
movement there,
Vice President 'Bush
SEOL
told the South Korean government
to become progressively democratic last week Bush held talks with
President Chun Doohwan. In Washington a State Department spokesman told Congress that a reduced
U.S. force in South Korea isn't

obscure the more important aspect
of the problem, namely, strategic
trends that have taken place over
time. These trends are clear for
any objective observers to see.
In the past decade and a half the
Soviets have gone from a position
of abject inferiority to the U.S. in
strategic capabilities to a position
of marked strategic superiority.
Indeed a, decade ago, Russia not
only was in no position to attack
the U.S. with nuclear weapons, but
also was severely limited in its
abilities to project a significant

likely.
WASHINGTON
Senators from
both the left and right combined to

prevent from reaching the Senate
floor a bill which would rewrite the
federal crimnal code. Despite
strong Administration pressure, the
determined senators maintained a
filibuster against a vote to halt the
delay, which fell 15 votes short
WASHINGTON
The Pentagon
Is asking the Environmental Protection Agency for exemptions
laws for milifrom
tary facilities.

aroused much debate at the time
and later bore fruit in two Senior
I.S.'s.
Next week, Elisabeth Schussler
Fiorenza, Professor of Theology at
the University of Notre Dame and
one of the "founding mothers" of
feminist theology, will join this
distinguished company of scholars
who have asked us to ponder some
searching questions and to engage
some difficult issues. This year's

Facts
Price Of Liberty Is Vigilance Question
Behind Freeze

over to international peacekeeping
troops in its Sunday withdraw!
from the Sinai. On the West Bank
of the Jordan River, Israel troops
shot and wounded two Palestinians.
Secretary of
WASHINGTON
State Alexander Haig urged prompt
talks with the Soviet Union on

homeland.

--

conventional military presence

Assemble
At Wooster

This weekend foreign exchange
students from around Ohio will be
meeting at the College. Their, stay
in the United States as well as this
meeting is sponsored by the Rotary
Club. Students will be treated to an
International Coffee House and
Film FestivaL
The movies are open to the cam-

pus and will be held in Babcock
between 1:30 and 4. Movies include
"Donald's Nephews." "Legend of
Johnny Appleseed," "Red Bicycle

around the globe.
Events of the last few years have (African)," "Touring Japan,"
demonstrated that, contrary to the "Wonderful World of Ohio." and
wishful thinking of U.S. disarma "South America Today."
--

anti-polluti- on

I

BY WARREN SEIDEL
major slogan of those supporting the Nuclear Freeze Campaign
is "Stop the Arms Race!" But first
of all let's ask, who is racing
whom? Since 1970. the Soviets have
introduced eleven new or modified
ICBM's, we have introduced one,
the MX, and it is in danger of
losing funding.. In the same period
they have introduced nine new or
modified SLBM's, we have introA

Theologian-in-Residenc-

Dr.

e,

Schussler Fiorenza will officially
begin her visit to campus by delivering Wednsday's convocation address on "Women in Patriarchal
Institutions: College and Church."
Drawing upon her study of and
experience within both institutions,
Professor Schussler Fiorenza will
highlight ways in which both have
oppressed and ignored women in
the past and continue to do so.
duced two.
Consider history,, for instance
Today, the Soviet Union is pro0
ducing one
a week for start- a discipline important to both instiers. They built the first ICBM, the tutions. It's true that women held
first SLBM, the first ABM system, no, or at best minimal, leadership
and the first
The roles in early Christianity, right?
current arms race is hardly Ameri- That is the official Church version,
but a careful study of the docucan sponsored.
Yet today many people are can- ments reveals that more remains
ing for a bilateral Nuclear Weapons to be said. Even an early Church
Freeze. We constantly read about controversy over women's power
how many groups, senators, bish- with the (male) victors making
ops and churches in America sup- final decisions on the texts to be
port the Freeze. But how often do included in the New Testament
we hear of groups, bishops, and could not erase all trace of womthat period.
churches in the Soviet Union sup- en's importance during
porting the Freeze. Isn't the Freeze Why, then, havent ' those traces
been .noticed and some attempts
supposed to be bilateral in nature?
been made to recover the lost
In the abstract the nucleftr-freez- e
idea sounds good. But in reality it history? Why, indeed?' But the
is lacking in substance. The Freeze twentieth century academic proconcept leaves many vital ques- tests, that was a long time ago;
tions unanswered. What arms are such oversights no longer occur.
to be frozen? At what levels should We now have proper ''methods of
they be frozen? At existing levels historical investigation, and history
or projected levels one, two or is written by objective scholars, but
three years from now? How do both people with -axes to grind or power
sides define parity? Surely no one to protect Historians bow give
will want a freeze in which one side completely equal treatment to
all minori
is - unequal. How do both sides women and, indeed,-tdetermine national security inter ties, right? Right? In fact the
ests? The protection of national same is now true in all disciplines
security interests may require the in the academy, right? Right?
Broaching issues such as these.
production of new weapons systems
Wednesday's will be a convocation
to replace obsolete ones.
In addition, one must not forget that should make both' College and
the main purpose of nuclear arma Church (not to mention Church-related
Colleges) squirm a bit on
ments to provide deterrence
against an enemy attack. Would a their respective institutional foun- freeze leave each side with an dations.
But Wednesday is only the begin
arsenal that it considers acceptable
for deterrent purposes? If not the ning. Before her departure on May
situation between the superpowers is. Dr. schussler Fiorenza will be
involved in a number of campus
will become very tense.
Arms control agreements are events, including the following:
more complex than most people
May S. 5:15 p.m. Religion Table: The
realize. One cannot merely engage
in the naive exercise of simply Book of Revelation (Faculty Dining
counting the sheer number of Room, Lowry)
Continued on Page 5
Continued on Page 5
SS-2-
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'Disappearing' Citizens
Mar Human Rights
fact of Chilean life. In March 1976 a
military coup was followed by a
similar series of events in ArgenAbout a week after he got married. Bahadin Ahmad Muhammad, tina,
Reports of unacknowledged deof the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY), was at his tentions in other countries were
added to the documentation on
eldest sister's house in Aden, show"disappearances" and the testimoing photographs of the wedding,
when he answered a knock at the ny of survivors of secret detention
front door. He did not return; he helped to refute the denials of
was last seen being driven off in a accountability on the part of governments where the practice had
jeep.
That was in March 1972. His wife become widespread. Systematic inand family have had no word of ternational efforts began to probe
him since. The PDRY authorities into the realities of "disappearhave denied any knowledge of his ances": where the victims were,
existence. Eighteen other people what happened to them, who gave
went missing that night. They have and executed the orders and why.
It had become clear that the vicall "disappeared."
There are countless thousands tims have not disappeared, they
more, victims of government rehave been made to disappear.
Somebody knows what has happression who have ''disappeared"
pened to them, and more imporin countries throughout the world.
The figures for the past decade and tantly, is accountable for what
happened.
a half are staggering: at least 1,500
Denial of accountability by the
Chileans; up to 15,000 Argentinians
authorities is the factor that makes
and probably twice that many Guatemalans: the estimates for Ugan- a "disappearance" unique among
da for the period from 1969 to 1979 human rights violations. Why such
range between 100,000 and half a governments deny accountability
may seem obvious enough, but the
milion "disappeared and killed.
The fact is nobody knows how point needs to be made that "disapmany people have "disappeared" pearance" clearly violates Articles
since the word first entered the 3, 8 and 9 of the United Nation's
human rights vocabulary a bare 15 Universal Declaration of Human
years ago, translated from the Rights: an individual's guarantee
Spanish desaparecido. Although of liberty and securty of person;
"disappearances" had occurred for the right to an effective remedy by
many years before
for instance, a competent national tribunal for
the adoption '.of such policies is acts violating the person's rights
granted by constitution or by law;
documented in Nazi war records
the word began to be used by the and the right to be free from
Guatemalan press to describe a arbitrary arrest or detention.
One reason why so many governsiaister process emerging in their
ments make people "disappear" is
country in 1966.
It gained international currency that it is a convenient way to
after the military coup in Chile in silence or rid themselves of politi1973. From the beginning the govcal opponents, either real or imagined. Convenient because it does
erning junta there carried out highnot require any change in legislator
ly represssive policies to consolidate its power. By late 1973 to early nor any legal formalities such as
having to obtain a conviction from
1974 human rights activists realized
that these measures had begun to a competent court. Another reason
affects not only the "disappeared"
take new form.
and their families and friends but
Relatives and friends were reporting .that their brother, sister, everybody in any country where
parent, child, wife or husband, or "disappearances" has become roucolleague had simply vanished. The tine: the intimidation of the whole
authorities denied holding them population. "Disappearance" is one
and claimed to know nothing of of the major tools of political terrorism by governments.
their whereabouts or fate.
The repressive value of a policy
Initially it was hoped that the
prisoners were merely being kept of "disappearnce" was clearly statincommunicado until their eventual ed in a 1942 Nazi military directive
on detainees in France suspected of
release, or at least that their im"endangering German security and
prisonment would be acknowledged
by the government. Human rights the prisoners are to be transported
organizations filed mass habeas to Germany secretly. These meacorpus petitions, which were alsures will have a deterrent effect
most invariably dismissed by the because a) the prisoners will vanish without a trace, b) no informacourts.
As months passed, the prisoners tion will be given as to their
still did not appear and the govern-- , whereabouts or fate."
Nearly 40 years later, this same
ment persisted in its denials. Famipolicy is still being applied for the
lies were tormented with uncertainty about the fate of their loved same reason by countries pledged
ones; hopes turned to despair; to uphold the Universal Declaration
"disappearance" had become a of Human Rights.
By Amnesty International
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Truth, Love Found In Bible

No Reagan,
No Nukes

conclusion that "they're the .one,"
then marriage is the answer. Marriage would represent this strong
commitment that you want to make
to that person and is also the
commitment you deserve. Anything
less is a compromise to a worldly
standard and is in disobedience to
the kind of relationship God desires
and demands. If you're not ready
for this kind of commitment and
proceed to have repeated sexual
relationships you have only made
yourself an object to be used and
you have yourself used the other

Editor:

When will people realize that the
Word of God (The Bible) is not a
collection of do's and don'ts but a
collection of truths written in the
spirit of truth and love by people
inspired by the Holy Spirit.
I have remained quiet long
enough. The letter about our promiscuous friend Hank was the straw
that broke the camel's back. I pitty
Hank and all those like him who
have obviously turned their back on
Biblical principles about love and
commitment and are guided only
by a few organs or by their own

Says Writer
Dear Voice Editor:
I turn to political causes to numb
the ache inside. I choose to support
nuclear freeze and sign a petition.
Four thousand signed the freeze

petition in Wooster. I collected a
dozen of those signatures. My activism is mostly talk.
Those thousands of signatures
could be used to build a ground-swe- ll human intellect.
against Reagonomics; but
God is not trying to stiffle our fun
e
moveI'm afraid it is a
eliminate anything that is
andor
goals. There gratifying. He has given us suggesment with short-teris too much hysteria combined with tions and commands which will
a fascination with apocalyptic scenallow us to reach our fullest potenare the tial in joy, peace, love and in
arios. Hiroshima-Nagasanew pornography. The obscenity of sexual gratification. If His Word
televised violence has conditioned was heeded, problems like VD
us to fear the worst, instead of would be eliminated.
fighting the evils of corporate
Before sex should come a relagreed, injustice, inequality, pollu- tionship built on a commitment to
tion, and, yes, hunger.
each other and a commitment to
I found one signer of the freeze Jesus Christ. When the act of sex is
petition using epithets like "nig-nog- finally enacted, it should represent
to describe his next door a long committed relationship recblack neighbors getting ready for a ognized by the Lord and by the
barbecue. Even racist Steve, facto- Christian community that this relaguiry worker and country-wester- n
tionship will continue for life. When
tarist, gets behind nuclear disar- these conditions have been met I
mament fever. Or as another friend can guarantee that the result will
of mine puts it, "This is something not be a case of VD! I should lable
I CAN believe in" (and her
this act, the act of marriage, for
job with Community Ac- only in marriage should sexual
tion could get the axe .any time union take place.
now"!)
Well, what if I know this is the
The Peace Movement has always person that I want to spend the rest
been something to believe in. Peo- of my life with? Isn't it okay to act
ple sign the nuclear freeze petition it out in love?
both to save their own skins and' to
If you have spent the hundreds of
salve their
consciences.
hours required to really know the
Clergy call the arms race "sin- person
seen that person
ful," but there is no new wave of in both and havegood
and bad mohisher
war tax resistance among the pa- ments and
up with the
come
still
divestno
(and
call for
rishioners
ment from the congregation at
Westminster Church). The freeze
has been organized largely by the
churches and churches don't have
to pay taxes! Do the clergy really
By JOHN M. MIANO
agonize over these issues? Regar-les- s
Do you know what the "Looking
of that, they manage to collect Glass" is? How about where to find
signatures from the flock and lay a "FEBA"? If you have to answer
persons collect signatures at shopnegatively to either of these quesping centers.
tions do not feel disappointed. You
are not supposed to know what
But, really, it's no sweat! You these
terms mean. The purpose of
don't have to change your lifestyle military
codewords and acronyms
just to sign a petition! Maybe if the is to confuse
These exchurches were taxed, the clergy pressions are outsiders.
very effective. Conwould have been incensed with gressmen would go to Vietnam to
Raygunomics and no "window of listen to generals explain the milivulnerability"
priorities would tary
Probably most come
have voted in by disgruntled, back situation.
knowing little more than when
church-goin- g
taxpayers!
they first arrived in Asia.
This method of using confusing
So just sit back and watch the
terminology has been so successful
storm of protest about the impending doom of first strike capability that it has been adopted by both
politians and activists. In order to
of easibility of limited nuclear conflict Enjoy the rhetoric! But rest begin to understand the bewilderassured, American Technology is ing array of terminology used to
making the
more effi- describe the military situation, the
cient in South Africa. Our taxes first thing one must do is to separate the expressions with confusing
support the American way of life
meanings from those that have no
join the world, see the U.S. Milimeaning at all. The traditional
tary!
example of the latter catagory is
Oh. A.I.D. has peaceful projects, "Military Intelligence."
like building five slaughterhouses
Here are some more nonsensical
in Panama; but by and Urge, our terms that are used frequently
aid packages are designed to keep today:
in their place. Fear
the
This must
"The Military Art"
of the bomb tends to obscure tht refer to Titian's famous painting of
fact Ask Ambassador Dean Hinton Robert E. Lee crossing the Nile.
about what he was doing in Chile
This must
"Balance of Power"
when Salvadaor Allende was electbe a scale used to weigh tank
ed to office. That was 1970. Twelve engines.
years later, military AID packages
Describes a
"Arms Race"
only swimming meet better than the
are still his main priority
now it's OVERT!
world military situation.
Philip A. Gore
"Nuclear War" Closely related
1628 Cleveland Rd.
to Rock War, Stick War, Bow War,
Wooster Sword War...
one-issu-
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home-insulati- ng

do-litt- le

I

person.
The sexual activities that take
place on this "Christian" campus
and almost every other campus in
the country represent the selfish
and defiant attitude so prevalent in
America. One is only using the
other nerson bv sleenine with them.
There is no risk, no danger. Or is
there? What happens when they
contact VD or when they finally do
choose a mate only to find that they
have slept with countless others.
My God is a loving God and
trying and pleading with us to live
a better way of life which will
prevent these hurts and pains. My
God is also a God of justice and
those who turn their back on him
are bound to run into sorrow and
misery sooner or later.
I'm glad Hank has friends he can
turn to who will accept him and
care for him. He is going to need it.
It is sad he doesn't have a friend
that would confront him about the
life he is living and how it lead him
to ruin. Sometimes the most loving
thing one can do is to confront. This
is what I'm attempting to do and I
hope and pray that all those who
read this and are shocked realize
that it is. put of love; that I;have
spoken up.
David Acuna
BoxC-100-
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The Politics Of Confusion

pass-syste- m

"Verifiable" and "Invulnerable"
These two go together since
what is verifiable is vulnerable and
what is invulnerable is unverifia-ble- .
You better protect
"Freeze"
your oranges because Jerry the
weatherman says we are going to
have one of these tonight
"Essential Leg of the Triad"
When the military comes up with a
fourth leg it will be essential too.
"Warning Shot"
Found only in
third rate westerns.
No such
"Accidental Firing"

thing.

"Limited Warfare"

Contradic-

tion in terms.

"Window of Vulnerability"

Who knows?

This column should help you to
better understand politicians, generals, and peace activists. These-arexpressions that are avoided in ;
intelligent discussions of military
affairs. The next time you hear an
"expert" using these terms you
will be able to take pride in know1
ing more than he does.
e

.

"Nig-Nog-

ft
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VOICE SURVEY
The results of the Voice questionnaire concerning the content of the
newspaper were as follows (the
percentage cited is of the total
surveys returned):
Musical Events: 56
Art Exhibits: 46
Administrative Issues: 73
Academic Departmental
News: 71
Sports: 47
U.S. Politics: 50
Continued on Page 12
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America No Perpetrator Free
Of Nuclear Arms Race Falklands
BY DANIEL

Continued From Page 3

policy.
The Freeze concept has several

credible deterrent
Fortunately, our world leaders
can do better than a freeze. They
can negotiate serious, meaningful
and mutually beneficial reductions
in nuclear stockpiles. A fair, equitable and verifiable arms control
agreement that defines parity in a
manner acceptable to both sides
would make for good arms policy.
The best ways to minimize the
prospects of nuclear war are
through the maintenance of a balance of power and the eventual
negotiation of reductions once the
sides are equal. The enactment of
the Freeze will eliminate all Soviet
incentive to reduce. History has
shown that the only way the Soviets
will engage in serious arms reduction talks is if they have a strong
enough incentive. A longtime Pentagon critic, Rep. Les Aspin (D,
Wise), recently blasted the
idea because, as he says,
"it would eliminate the Soviets

serious drawbacks, the most important being that it doesn't consider
intermediate range missiles positioned in Europe. No one, not even
the most ardent supporters of the
Freeze, can deny that the Soviet
Union has a very substantial lead
in nuclear weapons in Europe. The
Freeze will only perpetuate this
Soviet advantage and at the same
time successfully eliminate all Soviet incentive to engage in intermediate range missile reduction talks.
As long as the Soviets have a
nuclear advantage in Europe, the
situation in that area will be troublesome and unstable.
A freeze would also preclude the
building of our B- -l and Stealth incentive to reduce after the
bombers while at the same time freeze."
leaving the Soviets free to improve
Finally, everyone should be en
air defentheir
ses. This could possibly neutralize couraged by President Reagan's
the American manned bomber offer to meet Soviet President
d
of the triad, as a Brezhnev is June to discuss the
force,
viable deterrent A freeze would nuclear arms question. Hopefully a
meeting between the two leaders
also free Soviet funds for the development of better
will help eliminate the hostility
warfare, which might eliminate our existing between the superpowers
Poseidon and Trident submarines, and give impetus to serious arms
a second leg of the triad, as a negotiations.
nucle-ar-free-
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anti-submari- ne

Ewing Exchange Professor
Comments On Life In USA
Editor,
It is interesting to find that
marks the fiftieth year of the
change Program between the

OCEAN

J. SIKORSKI

Guest Columnist

launchers and warheads possessed
by the Soviet Union and the United
States. Because of the intricacy of
arms negotiations, there is no real
consensus on whether a freeze now
is good arms policy or bad arms

already-formidab-

ATLANTIC
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ExCol-

lege of Wooster and Ewing Christian College, Allahabad, India.
This program was started in 1932
by sending Bill McAfee, a graduating student, to Ewing for a two
year experience as a Dormitory
Director and teacher of English.
Twenty-tw- o
Wooster students had
been to Ewing under this two year

program which was supported,

even financially by the efforts of
students at Wooster. Since 1973, due
to changes at both ends this "two

year experience" program has
been shaped as a "one quarter
study" program at Ewing and

many students have made use. of

this opportunity.

Adam Dudsic, Bill Ross and
Buschnell have spent the
Fall quarter of 1981 at Ewing and
another two students are expected
to go in the next Fall. In 1970 a new
direction was added to this program by inviting one of the Ewing
Fnrnltv members to an "one vear
experience" at Wooster and I have- the privilege oi oeing me eignui
faculty member to visit Wooster.
As I look back, I feel that Ewing
was greatly benefited by thisvex-effangGenerations of Ewing students and faculty enjoyed the
friendship and service of the Wooster Representatives. The Alumni of
the College still share sweet memories of their experiences with the
Wooster Representatives. I myself
enjoyed the friendship of many and
David

e.

the life at the Wooster Campus at
Ewing (incidently, one portion of
the Ewing Campus is named as
Wooster Campus) often reminds
me of those friendships. The same
feelings are shared by the Wooster
Representatives, though some of
them had to put up with a lot of
problems to adjust to an alien
culture.
Hy stay here for the last seven
months has been a very rewarding
experience for me. I enjoyed the
Fall, survived the Winter and look
forward to the Spring. The learning
experiences inside and outside the
class rooms are memorable. It is a
matter of pride to be in the Chemistry Department. Dining table conversations are a treat in itself. I
am' impressed to see the. application of science and technology in
day to day life. I envy the work
ethics of faculty and students. I
often wonder at the concept of
individual freedom this society values. I sometimes doubt that in an
attempt to protect the individual
freedom' and in the strife for excellence, people are alienated which
may be evident in the mounting
tension in the society. , It is here that I see the importance of an international awareness
which is attempted at this College
for the last many years. An interaction with the people of other
cultures can help to make a better
understanding of the forces operating in different societies. Experiences in a different culture can
give a new vision of the world we
live in and the world around us.
V.M. John

fr-- Hf

When the Falklands were invaded by the Argentinians some three
weeks ago, the immediate response
was to "save the good and loyal
subjects of the British ' Empire."
The concept of getting the Argentinians out of the Falkland Islands
is admirble; the real motives of the
British are questionable. Both the
British and the Argentinians fail to
realize that colonialism is no longer
feasible. The British economy is in
no shape to support a group of
islands on the other end of the
world and expect not to have economic repercussions back home.

Argentina must have expected severe economic repercussions from
her action (not to mention the
possibility of war).
With all the international brouhaha over who should control the
Falklands, one faction has been all
but ignored: the Falkland Islanders
themselves. Argentina ignores the
fact that the people of the Falklands probably don't want them
there. Britain, on the other hand,
fails to realize that the Falklanders
may want some more independ";

ence.
I do not support the Argentinian's
actions; however, I must question
the motives of the British in retaliation. Yes. the Falklands must be
saved from the Argentinians. But
why? Do they contribute that much
to the British economy? Do they
occupy that great a strategic position for the United Kingdom? Or is
Britain merely trying to hold on to
what little is left of her empire, an
empire which has brought her as
much trouble as anything else?
Yes, the Falklands must be liberated from the Argentians. Argentina is ruled by a repressive, fas-

cist,

immoral

anti-Semiti- c,

dictatorship. Anyone who has read
the story of Jacobo Timerman cannot help but to find this painfully
obvious. Before being allowed to
emigrate to Israel, he was subjected to tortures by the Argentinian
police which do not bear repeating.
(Strangely enough, the Reagan Administration seems fairly willing
and almost eager to strengthen
relations between our two nations?)
The Falklands must be freed. But
once that has been accomplished,
the U.S. must think about who we
are getting involved with, and the
British must come to grips with
what she is today.
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India Rich In Color
BY SUNDARA1I TAGORE
The Indian students at the College feel that their country's image
has not been presented In proper
perspective and they geared their
energy to make "India Week" a
grand success.
One of the Indian students remarked that she was fed-u- p with
listening to hackneyed phrases like
whether cows and snakes roam
about the streets in India. This

cultural festival was expected to
help clear misconceptions about
India and help - to foster better
understanding between different
cultures. .
One American student who recently returned from India commented that "It is a pity that the
name "India" seems to have become synonymous with hunger,
starvation, and population."
In fact this is only one side of the

stereotypical

story

projected

abroad. The other side of the story
is that India looms high as the
East It is
Sateway to the exotic same
time
azzling and at the
disturbing, extremely diverse, and
so different from anything one may
have ever imagined. It is large, in
fact too large to be easily grasped.
India dwells in its fabulous beauty,
pomp, and pageantry.
India's monuments and its rich
culture stand as a reminder to the
s
when it was
people of its
known as the land of "Honey and
Gold." "Kohinoor," the costliest
diamond, now owned by the Queen
of England Shah Jahan's magnificent Peacock Throne (presently in
Iran; to be auctioned to fight war
with Iraq) speak of its legendary
wealth.
hey-day-

Hero At Wooster
Continued From Page 3
May 9, 10:30 a.m. Preaching at special
Mother's Day service, with liturgy designed by the "Women and Religion"
class (McGaw Chapel)
May
7:00 p.m..
Women in Early Christianity (Lowry
9-1-

Mini-cours-

2,

e:

119)

Use these and other opportunities
that will become available to get to
know this eminent New Testament
several
scholar who
books and numerous articles on the
ministries of women in the early
Church and the New Testament
apocalyptic literature. II Elisabeth
Schussler Fiorenza is any indication, something good can come out
of patriarchal institutions.
has-author-

ed

India sparkled with great riches
and glory which attracted explorers from far and wise (Christopher
Columbus went to discover India
and instead found America and
called its inhabitants 'Indians.' )f
India is the land of many religions,"
many races, and many people--:- .' '.- One of the faculty members said,
--

India is the tenth largest industrialized nation in the world. It
possesses a reserve of the third
In the
largest technical
WU1AL At 10. Iff
Ul uv OTWSW w
have atomic technology and also
sixth in space technology. It is the
only country ouicr- - uiau ayau m
Asia to set up scientific research
base at the North Pole.
India has not only played a pioneering role in fostering economic
cooperation among the majority of
the third world and middle-eastercountries by assisting to build their
technological and industrial infra
structure, but also helped advanced
nations such as New Zealand, Australia, the United Kingdom in techd
nological spheres.
doctors, engineers, teachers, and
skilled technicians are serving all
over the world. India is also one of
the world's largest producers of
films, newspapers, and magazines.
India exports everything from Indian textiles and cars to Indian-ma- d
planes and naval ships.
India has made tremendous
strides in education aspects. It has
4,000 liberal arts colleges and over
115 advance study centers. Indian
scientists, artists, poets, authors,
and its intellectual millieu have
contributed greatly towards the
progress of the world community
and toward tne fostering or oeuer
understanding between different
nations. India today remains a
peace loving country propagating
the' Gandbian principle' of "Ahis-ma-"
and peace.
or
For this reason, India was one of
the founding members of the United Nations in 1945 and participated
in drawing up the charter for the
man-pow- er

n

India-traine-

non-violen- ce

organization.-- India lias also shown
tii MmmitmMt to the ideals of the
U.N. in many respects. In the
Congo operation (ONUC) and in the
Middle East operation (UNEF), the

estSnsjiAcy sent
lirr
fcrir'W.fcyiivH and th

'sa4tffee4made

through
larffest
by Indians

J Jer peace keepmg reason,
tor;!

"India's prosrwiVearjh:waras modernization nas Deen-- i Nehfutteritrst' primeifr&nster of
-

"We" are in no
camp and in no military alliance.
The only, eamp we should like to be
in is the camp of peace which
includes as many countries as possible." Today. India is the largest
democracy in the world.

IndladeclaTred;

eye." India reflects both the modern age manifested in its 'nuclear
technology and the ancient world ia,i
the Indus valley civilization dating
back 5,000 years (contemporary to
Egypt Sumeria, Babylonia).
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'King Of Cool' Student Asks Iowa State
To Do Wooster To Purge Porn In Course
AMES, IA. (CPS)
An Iowa
Donnie Iris, acclaimed by music
Instructor Pejsach asserts they
a university are strictly "instructional
critics as the "new King of Cool," State student says
slides,"
e
"hard-corpornogwill appear in concert with his instructor used
and emphasises that "no one has
to
raphy"
teach
about
students
access to them but myself."
band. The Cruisers, (Saturday)
May 15 at 8 p.m. in McGaw Chapel sexual attitudes and behavior, and
Indeed, the materials seemed to
wants the school to force the teach- "kept under
College of Wooster.
at
The
lock and key at the
1
Iris has weathered the music er to drop the material from the editorial offices" of D. Van
d
110
popular
course.
Studies
Health
scene oven the years with such
publishing house
which
"When I signed up for the class, I created the materials to supplebands as Donnie and the Donnells,
the Jaggerz in the late '60s which thought it was mainly about nutri- ment one of the textbooks
recalls
produced his hit gold record, "The tion and exercise," recalls student tracy Crane of Van Nostrand-Rein-ho- lt
Rapper," and Wild Cherry, who he David Renken, a senior majoring in
Publishing, which used to be
joined for awhile before striking speech and
affiliated with D. Van Nostrand, a
arts.
out on his own again.
textbook publisher.
y
But
into the course,
Iris announced his return with his
The latter's book list was bought
first solo album for MCA Records, Renken says, instructor Michael in 1981 by Wadsworth Publishing,
lecPejsach
presented
of
a
series
"Back on the Streets." The album
which does not produce the supplewas a classic example of beauty tures and slide shows on 'sexual mental materials, according to Asattitudes and human behavior.
and the beast: tough, instrumental
Sales Manager Jim Harri"I was appalled when I saw some sistant
outbursts and desperate lead vocals
son. Wadsworth, however, has
of the slides," Renken continues. published a new edition of the
encased in a commercially market
able frame of slick, sweet harmo-- . "The slides were actual photo- textbook the materials were origigraphs of men and women per- nally supposed to complement
au sung oy iris nimseu.
nies
not just
Out of this album came songs forming sexual acts
"The human race has been able
such as the two hot rockers, sketches, but actual photographs."
Ken Dixon, Sarah Bard, Tara Fetherling, Doc, and Susan Morris
Renken says several other class- to survive somehow without this
"Agnes" and "She's So Wild." writpose last week following Doc's performance in McGaw. Dixon, Bard,
ten in honor of his first wife and mates were equally upset about the. kind of sex education," he asserts.
Fetherling and Morris are members of S.A.B. which sponsored
"degrading and demeaning" nature "I agree with teaching anatomy
"Ah! Leah!" written for his second
Severinsen's performance. Photo By Rodger A. PelagallL
and the birth cycle and even some
of the pictures.
and current wife.
instruction on birth control tech. "The photographs show different
Heralded as an intellectual rocker as well as a lovable maniac for techniques of intercourse and meth- niques. But it's just not honorableg
the '80s, Iris' latest album is "King ods of sexual stimulation," he ex- to show slides of women masterbat-inor doggie-styl- e
intercourse in
plains. "If I'd known they ere
Cool.".
the
classroom.
going
There's no need for
sex
to
how
to
teach
and
have
Lowry
Tickets
are
at
available
Continued From Page 1
Said" Wagner. "I wouldn't; I'd try
use hard-cor- e
pornography in class, it It's sick."
to avoid him. I wouldn't want him Center on The College of Wooster
I
wouldn't
have
taken it"
campus.
Shop
The
Party
and
Wagner.
teaching me something."
In answer to Raitt's charge lhat
The question of whether punitive Threads Liberated. For more inforthe initiation ceremonies were "de
action should be taken against mation write the Student Activites
meaning" Mary McWilliams. a stu
Raitt has received mixed reaction, Board, Box C3163, The College of
dent of Raitt's and former Peanuts' even among the pledges. ''He Wooster, Ohio 44691.
pledge said, "We were not forced to should be, let go," said Caterini.
join the club. As a group some of "at least the way he is now." Said
the things we did were fun. I don't Wagner, I think they should give
him a hard time. He shouldn't be
really think I demeaned myself.
When asked about the faculty's
allowed to do that at all."
CHINESE
ngnt to express their opinions conMcWilliams, however, disagreed.
w
j
cerning activities such as initiation
"It's hard for me to say, but I don't
514 East Liberty Stroof
Woostsff Ohio
week McWilliams said, "They have think he should be fired. He's a
a right to express their opinions,
good professor and a good teachVOMD-UID- Z
but there are better ways to go er."
about it than Raitt did."
Dean of Faculty Vivian Holliday,
McWilliams, who is in Raitt's
when asked whether formal puni"The Prophets" course, spoke of tive proceedings against Raitt were
TRAVEL
TUE WED. THUR. 11:30 AM to fcOC PM
RL SAT. JM :30 AM to 10 PM
her feelings in class after the planned, said, "It's most inapproSUNDAY,! 2:00 PM to 0:6OPM CLOSED MONDAX
incident, "The first few days it priate for me to comment; we don't
bothered me, but he treated me announce Judicial Board hearings
SERVICE
fairly even though I'm a Peanut. I or complaints against faculty or
don't think about it, at least not too students. There are some things
TAKES YOU
often."
involving students and faculty that
1 o
Asked whether either of them never get into the paper and
would ever take a course from shouldn't
it's an invasion of
Raitt, both Caterini and Wagner privacy."
replied negatively. "I wouldn't go
The incident is, in Raitt's opinion,
out of my way to take him
I'd history. "The thing is over, it's
rather not," said Caterini.
finished."
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For Copeland

BY RODGER A. PELAGALLI
and TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
"If it hadn't been for pictures
and Opening Convocation, I don't
think I would even know the man,
All I know is that he has had a b:
house in the middle of campus an
an office somehwere in Galpin,
with a tunnel connecting the two,"
one senior told this reporter when
asked about College President Hen
ry Copeland.

3

A

If

.

freshman, asking tnat his

name not be mentioned for fear his
tuition would be hiked in retaliation

V

'

:V
-

'

for his open comments, said,
When they let me out of here, I'm
going to go out and make myself in
the world, and then come back here
and be
if it's still standing
President. That'd be great ... going
to Florida and New York, all on
some other sap's money."

But life for the president extends
beyond Galpin. beyond the problems and gratifications of (he job.
He also has a home life, centered
also in the hub of campus life, a
place often leered at by movie
goers, or pondered at by passersby.
Copeland, his wife, daughter, dog
H
vww
ihnilt
their home life.
Says Copeland of bis wife (who "

nrit

presidents run them. But
the job is like a hospital
administrator's job. He

shied away from being photographed in her home), 'She says
she's not a salaried employee of the
College and therefore will not talk
; (to the press)."
The' president's living quarters,?
like his office, are ordered, and die
interior is much more extensive
uiau Mkvi
Krv" m.w
suggest Yet even there the day
rv nlatant
Hnant nH "Tt'a
house. It's just that when the man
at Dominos Pizza wants a dorm .
cleaned up. or when something
happens downtown with a student
they call me."
M
Lt.L SI
J
will focus an before he retires as
President which he expects to do ...
within the next few years. "I want
to see the institution through its
goal to raise a $50 milion endow- l k IHti T k .it. .am v
myself to that task and I want to
,

sees to selecting facilities

..."

-

One freshman woman, frightened
by the presence of a newspaper
reporter, said only that though she
had never seen either a picture nor
the live President Copeland, she
was certain that he was a distin
guished man. But when showed a
series of unnamed mug shots of

.

,

1

1

1

--

Such are some of the popular
conceptions of the principle executive of the College. Others of course
are less open.
In an effort to expose this myste
rious President to the public eye
a man who in bathroom gramu is
often confused with musician Aaron
Copland or unmentionable, Freui-ia- n
staff members of this
verbs
medium followed President Copeland Tuesday of this week. He was
tracked in his office and his home,
always within the careful sight of
cameras and under the scrutiny of
pens and pads.
Herein lies the story of Henry
Jefferson Copeland.

little time to waste, and much
nighttime oil to burn before he
could take a two and a half minute
walk from office to home. Two
days of mail to overlook, and a day '
before the foundation report must
be submitted in final form.
Pointing to a desk with neatly
stacked papers and files, Copeland
commented. "I tend to spend most
of my working time here because
you can get a lot more done when

,

,

President

The president had only been

-

.

various administrative personnel,
the woman identified (not without
considerable hesitation) Food Service Director Howard Raber as the

home about 30 minutes last Tues-da-y
night before he returned to his
office in Galpin to draft a foundation report due yesterday. Having
just returned from a three-da- y
business trip to Houston, there was

.

here."

"One of the great myths
about colleges is that

and resources

used to distribute financial' aid
awards, other responsibilities prevent that now. Copeland said he
spends about half his time out of
town, much of that time being
spent conducting college "relations,
visiting foundations, homes, and
attending alumni meetings." More,
Copeland serves on several Presbyterian committees and the board of
the Great Lakes Colleges Association.
One of Copeland's more memorable experiences in recent weeks
occurred in Houston earlier this
week. "One of the great things that
happened to me last weekend was
running into half the '42 football
team, all of whom live in Houston.
Finding out what the College was
what they
like 40 years ago
is
remember and not remember
most memorable."
Rattling off names and positions
of the former Scots, Copeland said
of their alma mater, "They had the
whole world opened up to them

finish

it,"

.

.

;.

r

,

,

"If a 'breed apart is
trood enougn tor aiemu v
Lynch f then far place :
apart js gooa enougn jor --

K'nospp
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:
President Henry Copeland emphasizes a point In his Galpin office. Photo by Rodger A. PelagallL
you have, your in and out boxes

readily available before you."
The president's office is small
when compared with many other
offices around him. Pocketed away-ithe southwest corner of Galpin
it's the one where the light shines
Copeat sometimes odd hours
land shares an office with the
history of three predecessors:
DrushaU, Lowry and Wishart It is
from such a room where Copeland
wrests with problems of an institution with nearly 2,500 immediate

n

dependents, a budget approaching
$20 million, and an endowment
expected to approach $50 million in
the next several years.
For Copeland the Job which he
says is a "great responsibility" is
nonetheless "gratifying. It's a superb place, a superb school, and
you only really appreciate that
when you see other schools."
Copeland looks upon his task in a
way different than what most people consider his job to be. The
traditional president like his ear

lier predecessors, is no more. '
"One of the great myths about
colleges is that presidents run
them. But the days when the col--,
lege president spent his time, on
campus are gone. The Job is like a
hospital administrators Job. He
sees to selecting facilities and resources and lets bis staff (doctors

. Inlhe meantime, jtboufh.iCope-- v
land win reveal a new look next'

hii Mlatkmahio with students. Tm- announcing. new image next SepI ,
M
a
lemoerana you u una oui wan u i
mm

a.

t-

A.

uopeiana.wut xnnounci us new
look at Opening Convocation in a i
lecture entitled" rHeavenly City Re-- .
visited.
'
until then. Copeland will live by :
turn

UIUVIW.

u

mym

wicvsu

mm

good enough for Merrill Lynch,
teachers) carry out the opera inaa 'a marl inin is anna Eonnn
tor WoosterJ
tions," Copeland said.
Indeed, while Copeland said that
So goes the life of Henry Cope;
-.
former President Wishart himself land.
,r
:-

.

-
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Stanford Reflects On Life In America

'

BY ROBERT MANNING
and KAREN SAPIO
Dr. William Bedell Stanford is at
Wooster this quarter as the Visiting
Drushal Distinguished Professor.
Professor of Greek at Trinity
College, Dublin, Ireland, Dr. Stanford has had a very distinguished
academic and political career. He
began teaching at Trinity College
in 1934 and was appointed Regius
Professor of Greek in 1940. He has
served as Senator for Dublin University in the Irish Senate and has
represented Ireland at the Council
of Europe in 1951, and at parliamentary conferences in Vienna and
Warsaw. He has also held lectureships at many American colleges
and universities, including the University of California at Berkeley,
Princeton University, and Vassar
College. Dr. Stanford is the author
of IS books and numerous articles
and is currently working on a book
with the working title The Emotional Power of Greek Tragedy.
Stanford is not a newcomer to the
College, having guest lectured here
in 1980. He finds Wooster students

remarkably open, friendly, and
courteous. President and Mrs.

Copeland and several members of
the faculty, he says, have been
particularly helpful in getting him
and his wife settled.
When he was planning to come

here, Stanford comments, he
feared that a small mid western
college like Wooster might be insular and introverted, but he is
pleased to find that this is not the
case at all.
In fact, he says, he has found
much more international awareness at Wooster than at many
bigger American campuses. He is
also particularly impressed with
Wooster's emphasis on quality undergraduate teaching. At some universities, he feels, the undergraduate is treated as a second class
citizen while the institution's best
efforts are directed towards its
graduate students.
Through his extensive travels,
the professor has gleaned an interesting perspective on America and
Americans. One of the reasons the
Stanfords decided to come to Wooster was their preference for the
Midwest If Reverand William Coffin can come to campus and announce "The east is east, the west
is west, but the midwest is just
awful," the distinguished visiting
professor from Dublin provides another opinion.
Stanford views the midwest as
balancing out the extremes of western paranoia and, on the other
hand, an atmosphere of tense competitiveness that is characteristically eastern. People of the midwest, he states, are much more in

Peacemakers

To Hold

Teach-i- n

N-Fre- eze

BY DAVID WARD
The key to a successful democracy is an informed public. Westminster Peacemakers will sponsor
a Teach-i- n
on Nuclear Disarmament and the Nuclear Weapons
Freeze this weekend to continue
their efforts to educate the College
of Wooster community about the
serious dangers and threats that
the nuclear arms race presents.
will be held on
The Teach-i- n
Saturday, May 1, in conjunction
with Parents Weekend to enable
students and their parents to consider the dilemma of nuclear war.
Overwhelmig support for the Bilateral Nuclear Weapons Freeze nationwide is due to the increase of
public awareness to the realities of
nuclear weapons and the efforts of
those groups organzing around the
Freeze to affect a change in nation--

al priorities. Through education
people have started to become
aware of the tremendous insecurity
found in the arms race while realizing that each person can have an
effect on the decision-makin- g
process. This is witnessed in the
growing movement from the grass
roots level for a U.S.U.S.S.R.
Freeze.
The Teach-i-n will be held on the
lower level of Lowry Center from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday with
an educational exhibit about the
Effect and Dangers of Nuclear
War. Information from Physicians
for Social Responsibility, SANE,
the Ohio Freeze Campaign, and

various other disarmament programs will be available and members of Westminster Peacemakers
will be present to answer questions
and share concerns about the arms
race.
A film series will also be presented in Andrews Library in the Film
Preview Room on the lower level
featuring the following films:
The Last Epidemic, produced by
Physicians for Social Responsibility. Showing times: 10 a.m., 1 and 4

p.m.
The Medical
clear War, a
Caldicott at
Club. Showing

p.m.

ON PACKER DAY

'"Stanford finds Americans, in general, to be very forthright The
professor's travels thoughout the
nation have verified the conception
of Americans as those- - who are
willing to speak their minds quite

openly.
Not only this, Stanford has also
noticed a strand of optimism running through the hearts of the
people he has encountered in this
country. Americans, unlike other
peoples, the professor adds, still
perceive happiness as an obtainable goal, and often their lives are
spent in pursuing it What was
written into the U.S. Constitution,
he suggests, has become an essential fiber in the American charac-

ter
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Professor Stanford also spies

danger within American mythology, which he describes as primarily
"a mythology of power." If Odysseus can escape the Cyclops by
virtue of his intelligence. Superman
can do so only by assuming might
or by obtaining a ray gun more
powerful than the one his opponent
possesses. The virtues encouraged
in a culture's mythology, he warns,
will inevitably be prominent in the
people.

3

Due To An Umfortuaate

.
happiness.
The professor also expressed his
fear of what he sees as the greatest
enemy of modern society
materialism.
America, he states, is particularly susceptible to this foe because of
its vast wealth, which often prohibits those who pursue it from learning what is life's most important
lesson according to Dr. Stanford,
"Thou shalt not live by bread
alone." This lesson is what materialism always works to destroy. -

rty
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Moot of BaU Avvnu

L
"We Deliver Anywhere On Campus'

.
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Consequences of Nufilm with Dr. Helen
the Cleveland City
times: 11 a.m.. and 3

The Final Front, a film which
tells the story of the Cambridge
City Council to reject civil defense
as an adequate means for protecting human lies in nuclear attack. It
addresses civil defense plans as
inadequate and deals with disarmament and the Freeze as a logial
alternative. Showing time: 2 p.m.
Hiroshima: A Document of the
Atomic Bombing, a film about the
only nuclear bombing, yet Showing
times: 9:30 a.m. and Noon.
All events are free of charge and
open to the public. The college
community is encouraged to learn
more about the very real and
present dangers facing the world in
the nuclear arms race and to consider the possibilities open to us for
reversing the arms race with the
Freeze.

SEE YOU

harmony with their natural surroundings and are much more in
touch with "the rhythms of na- -

presentation
with Eiji Sano and Jim Luce
A

Multi-medi- a

Union Grange Hall

UNITARIAN
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ICE CREAM STORE

Madisonburg
Sundays:
. 10:45 A.M.
Transportation
provided in front
of Babcock, Sundays, 10:30
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One Free Scoop Of Ice
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Purchase Of Any Double
Scoop Cone
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Intfoma-lonalist-

Today's topic is quite controversial! It deals with the war in which
different cultures socialise their
members at young age with respect
to the opposite sex. Our guests for
today are talking about two very
different social frameworks, as you
are about to see tor yourselves.
Roya DebdashU is from Tehran.
Iran. Lena Wernmo is from Mulls-JSweden. As you might know,
these are very different cultures. I
will let them speak for themselves
now, and hope, that this will generate some discussion among the
readers!
And, please, feel free to comment
on things that strike you as unusual
or interesting; comments and reo.

31111JS

sponses

are welcome.
Jessie Tzavaras

Swedes Not
Sex Objects
By LENA WERNMO
Who does not connect Swedes
with blue eyes, blond hair and
sexual freedom? The stereotype
still lives, for sure. I cannot even
count the times I have had people
tell me: "You cannot be Swedish,
because you do not have blond
hair." or ask me: "Are you good in

at

bed?" or "Is it true what I've
heard about you Swedes? (blink,
blink)." I am not going to comment
on the blue eyes and the blond hair,
but I have something to say about
the sexual freedom.
The answer to the behavior I
encountered is that attitudes and
relations between boys and girls in
Sweden are so different compared
to the U.S. The divergence already
starts at nursery school: we are not
divided into boys and girls groups.
We learn that it ft natural to oe
together.
La grade school almost all physical educaton is d (we do have
separate showers, though ! ? ) ; and,
everybody has to take courses on
childeare, home economics, sex education and equality education.
For us, sex education is not about
birds and bees, but about pregnancy, venereal problems, masturbation, homosexuality, birth control,
abortion, and sexual pleasure. Sex
education has been compulsory for
25 years and, since both girls and
boys are together in class, they
have a better understanding of the
opposite sex. Physical contact does
not have to be a big mystery!
I do not know about any single
sex schools in Sweden: and. single-se- x
dorms do not exist This, together with the educational system
makes boys and girls (and, later,
men and women) leel at ease with
one another. It also means that we
do not have the American dating
system (boy takes girl out). We are
more like a group of people (young
men and women) socializing together.
So, how do we then meet our
"princeprincess" without dates?
Either one meets someone out in a
disco or a pub, or a couple of new
people are Introduced to the croup
and get to know each other. Within
a group of peers there are both
couples and single friends.
Another difference between Sweden and the U.S. is the frequency of
people living together without being
married. It is widely accepted ana
is considered common sense when
two people try their relationship by
living together for a while before
getting married. "Just living together' does not mean shame for
those involved nor their parents.
Hopefully, with this background
you will understand the Swedes are
not sex maniacs, but people with a
different culture and different
co-e-
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Iran s Schools

Not Lilce US's
By ROYA DEHDASHTX

I am from Iran, a country no one
knew about until
years ago; then it was famous.
Everyone seemed to think they
knew all about my country: weren't they all uncivilized brutes who
were holding 50 American government officers as hostages? Weren't
they all those people who were
shouting at the top of their lungs:
"Death to Carter!?" Maybe so: but
only a few and for a short time,
this was the image that the media
was presenting to the world.
There is also another side to the
Iranians which I'd like to present to
you. I remember when I was in
high school. Like aU other high
schools in Iran, my school was
single sexed, and extremely big.
My classroom had 65 girls (one of
the smaller classes), and was on
the ground floor.
Everyday, when school was over,
at 4:30 p.m., I could hear screams
of joy. and see the girls jumping
out of the window, so that they
could get to the gates faster. The
gates of the school locked us out
from the rest of the world. We were
never allowed to leave school until
classes were over for the day.
Behind these gates was a long line
of boys who would get out of their
school (down the street) 15 minutes
earlier than we did, and were
waiting for the girls.
Now, to understand the procedure that carried on behind the
gates, you must understand the
Persian culture. For most Iranian
apart from women, girls
boys
are a mystery.-- and most girls are
afraid to speak to any male. The
seene behind the gates is quite
amusing! The girls are giggling in
one corner of the street: some even
smile to a cute guy. The boys stand
on the other side of the street and
pretend as if they were deeply
engaged in a serious discussion
whit they are actually doing is
picking their favorite girls.
This goes on for months, and
halfway through the year the bravest boy will come forward and ask
the girl he has picked for a date.
to
The girl should not be over-eagand. must refuse at first
Soutout,
later, after he says that they
can have a double date with his
friend and her friend, she agrees.
The parents, however, never snow
what is going on. There is great
secrecy about the whole process.
There is little doubt how the date
will go. They will go to an early
movie, and then, to a pizza place (a
big favorite) and talk about different things.
When the revolution was taking
place many parents became strict
with their children and wouldn't
allow them to leave the house
except for demonstration. Instead
of meeting at a theater or restaurant these young people would now
go to demonstrations where they
could at least hold hands in the
name of unity!
The sad cart comes when the
girls have to get married. Marriage
age used to be 14, but now it is 13
ears oia zor women, a woman wno
.as a "boyfriend" must leave him
to marry a man she does not know,
(someone whom her Barents an-- .
prove of and who is probably rich),
unfortunately, this is an accepted
tradition, and the girl has to please
her parents. She may not "live
happily everafter," but remains
loyal to her husband.
Obviously, all Iranians do not fit
into this picture. It is, however, a
fair generalization. One thing that I
want to emphasize is that not all
Iranians are uncivilized brutes who
like to scream obscenities. They
are oeonle: a oeoole with a culture
unique to themselvs.
two-and-a-h-
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May Day Celebration In Lowry Secondary Schools
Features Film Clips,Labor Songs To Be Blamed
On May 1. 1888 in Chicago, a
strong union town. 80,000 workers

marched in what is known as the
first May Day parade. Throughout
the country, over 340,000 workers in
12,000

factories across the country

stopped work. Other speeches and
marches took place in Chicago
during the next few days. The
Haymarket Protest Meeting was
one such legal gathering. At the
end of the meeting a bomb was
thrown into the crowd by an unknown person, who many later
believed was an agitator planted by
the police to destroy the strjuggle
for shorter hours and the labor
movement in general.
Eight men were arrested and
tried though only two of these men
were at the Haymarket meeting
when the bomb was thrown. After a
year long trial, seven innocent men
were hanged and one sentenced to
15 years hard labor. The Haymarket Affair gained international attention as the Chamber of Deputies
in France and worker's movements
in Italy. France. Spain. Russia.
Holland and England asked the
Governor of Illinois to grant the
eight men clemency.

CLASSIFIEDS
Earn up to $500 or more each year
years.
beginning September for
Set your own hours. Monthly payment for placing posters on campus. Bonus based on results. Prizes
awarded as well.
3

1--

800-526-088-

SPINET-CONSOL-

tion

worker's

of

struggles

throughout history.
Wooster's own May Day celebration takes place this weekend, beginning Friday afternoon in Lowry
p.m. A film clip
Pit from
on labor riots will be shown followed by "Haymarket Revisited."
a dramatic reading by the Wooster
4:30-6:3- 0

Labor Players. Friday eveningy
Zeitgeist host Cathy Clasper. Moon-dand Friends as they lead labor
songs. Saturday tune into WCWS at
0
for "The Music and History of Labor."
The Haymarket Affair of May 4,
1886 was one of many workers
sponsored events held in Chicago to
remember the failed worker's
Eight Hour Day Movement of 1867.
The fight for shorter working hours
was still continuing as workers,
through strikes and protests, forced
individual companies to institute
the eight hour day. Despite legislation passed by President Andrew
Jackson approving the eight hour
day for federal employees, many
employers would not adopt it. More
importantly, many workers were
not covered by such categorical
constraints.
6:15-7:3-

THE
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cAm H.IM SHOP

BAR-
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Wanted: Responsible party to'
take over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager: PO Box 537,
Shelbyville, IN 46176.
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academic abilities of college students are declining because high
schools are not doing their jobs,
according to a
task force
studying the matter.
The task force's report concludes
high schools in New England inadequately teach their students critical
thinking, and thus leave them unprepared for college.
ed"In examining
ucation, the preparation of students
for college has been slipping," explains John C. Hoy, president of the
New England Board of Education,
which sponsored the study and
represents colleges in Rhode Island. Connecticut. Masschusetts,
Vermont. New Hampshire and
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The three new directors for the Women's Resource Center are Kaia
Phillis, Dona Sorce and Constance Holt Margaret Metcalf will be
working with the directors as she finishes her term as director which
began last spring. Photo by Edith McGandy.

Dairies Try To Cow Students
(CPS)
College students are
milking the dairy industry for millions of dollars a year, according to

to ship milk cartons are constantly
lost to students, who use them for
everything 'from record racks to

Mon.-Fr- l.

"Located

.

Farm Dairy in Norman. "Many

don't realize the expense,"
industry spokesmen, who claim people
that the colorful plastic cases used he explains, adding that the cases

420 Cost Liberty
Mon-Aleobo-Ue

-

that high

Styling And Hair Cuts

Laroe Selection Of Domestiquo And Imported
Wine And Beer. Aieo, A Large Selection
Beverage and Chips.
Of

:

school teachers submit to periodic
"competency testing" and that college teachers be required to work
part-tim- e
in the industries about
which they teach. The moonlighting. Hoy explains, would supplement professors' incomes while exposing them to emerging trends in
their areas of expertise.
Hoy. moreover, wants states to
start cooperating with each other to

lm"

)

1

students get
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to college, the colleges themselves
inadequately prepare them to compete in the increasingly technical
job market.
To solve the problem, the task
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For
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serve students better.
"Each state cannot do everything," he points out. The task
force suggests that states assign
certain campuses to specialize in
specific areas, thereby avoiding
"unwise duplication of disciplines."
For example. Hoy notes the University of Rhode Island, which has
a "superb" robotic program,
should be made the regional "specialty" school in that subject.

3.

FOR SALE
PIANO

E

If working nine to five is your
idea of the perfect job then come
commemorate the workers who
valiantly fought to make it possible. May 1 is May Day. Begun in
the U.S. in memorial to the Haymarket Martyrs, May Day is cele
brated internationally in recogni-

t

-
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262-316-
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bookshelf supports to moving
crates.
The nation's dairies allege they
are losing a fortune in stolen cases,
especially around college campuses. The problem is so severe in
some areas that local dairies are
pleading with campus police departments to help them crack down
on the student thieves.
"It's a nationwide problem,"
says Daved Beren. executive assistant and economist for the Milk
Industry Foundation in Washington. D.C. "In total, there are about
$100 million worth of milk eases
lost per year. And that loss eventually works its way back to the
consumer."
The cases are typically stolen
from grocery store loading docks
and dairy buildings," Beren says.
"And it's theft just like any other
kind of theft," he asserts. "Even
though you're not walking out of a
store with it, you're still stealing."
While students aren't the only
pilferers of the plastic novelties.
Beren says that "it is really a
problem around campuses."
Dairies near the University of
Oklahoma at Norman, for instance,
in early April got a state law
passed that makes carton theft
punishable by fine and imprisonment.
"We've had to replace 25.000 to
30,000 cases a year." complained
Don Davis, president of Gilt Edge

cost his dairy S3 to 13.50 each.
Davis' dairy, along with others in
the OU area, has even made special arrangements with campus police to go through student dorms at
the end of the school year to search
for abandoned cases.
Penn State is experiencing similar complaints from local dairies,
according to Officer Mark Kinley of
the campus police department
"One of our local dairy companies has sent personnel over several times to complain about it," says
Kinley. "They said they had noticed the cases in students' windows and around campus, and they
expressed an interest in getting
them returned."
But Kinley says short of entering
and searching students' rooms,
there's not much the campus police
can do expect notify the appropriate dairy when a case is found.
Similarly, at the University of
Missouri at Columbia milk case
theft "has certainly been a problem." according to Chief Ron Mason of the MU police department
"A lot of students use them for
carrying cases by strapping them
on the backs of their bicycles or
motorcycles," says Mason. Students also use them in their dorm
rooms as endtables, footrests,
shelves, and storage containers.
But "it's something that's very
difficult to prevent. Mason emphasises. He says his department
will recover as many of the cases
as they can when students move
out of the dorms this spring.
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For Parents
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BY SARAH SIMMONS
Superman, The Scot
What do
Band and an Amish Tour have in
common? They are all part of the
wide spectrum of events happening
on campus for parents weekend.
Throughout the weekend, parents
and students will have the oppor
tunity to participate in various

activities ranging from athletic

events, to open faculty lectures, to
special meals in the Chemistry
Department, and Lowry's patio, to
an experimental theatre play and
discussion.

maJ
Dale Grubb will play lead soloist during this weekend's special
performance of the Scot Symphonic Band.
mif
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Band Concert Tomorrow
special festival concert by the
Scot Symphonic band . will be a
.highlight of the Parents Weekend
on Saturday, May 1, at 8:15 p.m. in
A

McGaw Chapel.
The band, recently returned from
a Florida tour, which included a
special Disneyworld tenth anniversary appearance, will present sev-

e
eral
ordinary features.
Each year a visiting composer
conducts the band in some of his
own music. This year the vistor is
Dr. John Zdechlik from Minnesota,
who has been commissioned to
write music for numerous schools,'
colleges, and organizations around
the nation. A native of Minneapolis,
Zdechlik began his career as a jazz
trumpeter and pianist, and wrote
his first music for jazz bands. He
finally became interested in other
kinds of writing and earned his Ph.
D. from the Unversity of Minnesota
in 1970. He teaches at Lakewood.
Community College in White Bear
Lake, Minnesota, and is in great
demand as a guest, conductor and
clinician. The Scots will play his
out-of-th-

1

"Grace

Variants"

(based

on

Grace"), and his "Ro
mance for Band."
"Amazing

er.

The
trombone section of
the band will play a piece written
by Director Stuart Ling in 1968,
called
Steak." It combines
Latin rhythms, popular harmonies.
and big band sounds.
The band will also play Milhaud's
9-per-

son

"T-bo-

ne

"Suite Francaise," Loewe's

"March from Camelot," and
Sousa's "Semper Fidelis." The Scot
Pipers, dancers, and Drummers,
will also appear in the concert, as
they did on all tour concerts.
There will be a nominal admis
sion charged for all
personnel, and tickets will be avail
able at the door. The chapel doors
will open at 7:30 p.m.
non-colle-

ge

Continued From Page 1

Richmond

continued,

'.'Our

re-

hearsals were more workshop oritype acented with
tivities. We did things such as
focusing on the different senses and
improvisations. We also did exer
cises to help physicalize an emotion
or image. We'd ask ourselves what
actions would best express this?
After the actors became comfortable with themselves and one another Richmond expanded to the
Ensemble's relationshp to the audience. "I went from building an
ensemble to working withue actors to working with involving the
audience. The Ensemble worked on
actor-actactor-sel-f,
and
relationships."
As a group we care a lot for each
other and try to support one another for it is so vital to the group
self-awarene-

ss

or

actor-audienc- e

A

addition.

Mimi Richmond

will

present her Senior Independent
Study Project, The Experimental
Ensemble in "Murder of Lidice,
in Zeitgeist at 9 p.m. (no charge)

Saturday morning the Chemistry
Freshman trumpeter Dale Department
is offering a breakfast

Grubb, from Euclid, Ohio, will play
Johann N. Hummel's "Trumpet
Concerto." Hummel was a contem
porary of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and was more famous than
all of them in his tune. Grubb
studies trumpet with Jack Gallah- -

Ensemble Stages U.S.
selves and their roles as actors.
She remarks, "For the east I chose
people who worked well within the
group but could still maintain their
individuality."

Friday night after registration

and a parents reception. Superman
II starring Christopher Reeve will
be featured in Mateer Auditorium
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. for $1.00. In

Vincent Millay and "Interview" by
Jean Claude van Itallie in a series
of different settings. Richmond explains, "The two plays I chose
work on different levels and will

affect the audience in different

ways due to the nature of the

drama itself and the staging.
We're doing it all over campus so
that we reach the audience in
different locations and to get var
ious types of people. We're taking
the theatre out to the people in
stead of the people having to come
and see it"
"The Murder of Lidice" will be
presented at Zeitgeist (April 30,
8:15 and 10:15). in Mom's (May 4.
9:30) and on McGaw roof (May 23,
9:30). "Interview" will be shown at

Zeitgeist (May 14. 9:30). Lowry Pit
(May 20, 5:15) and in the Shoolroy
Theatre (May zs, at noon). The
productions are free with the ex
ception of the last one which is a
luncheon theatre and will cost $1.
Richmond would not allow then
actual plays to be reviewed for she!
wants "the audience to come in
cold" and fully experience the pro-- )
duction. There will be actoraudi
ence discussions after each perH

itself.
The cast for the ensemble includes Carolyn Selby, Tom Tr uss,
Nancy Davidian Dan Rice, Russ
White, Jennie Sellers, Lee Torch,
and Susan Liggett Laura Elder formance. She concludes, "I've!
and Cathy Clasper serve as Assist- been involved in theatre and have
realized and value the power it has
ant Directors.
bringing people together to learnl
of
perform
will
"The
The Ensemble
Murder of Lidice," by Edna St irom eacn otner.

in Severance HalL On the rooftop of
McGaw, there is an informal coffee
with the faculty and administration
open to all parents and prospec- tives. At ten there is a parents

convocation in McGaw Chapel
From 11:00 to 12:00, several seniors
will present their Independent
Study projects in Wishart Halt See
the registration desk for a list of
the various topics.
For those interested in seeing
other parts of the Wooster area,
there will be an Amish Tour con
ducted by Professor William
Schrieber, from 8:15 to 12:30. There
must be advance reservations
made and the cost is 16.75 per
person. In addition there are three
exhibits. "Selections from the Trea
sure Room" in Andrews Library
and the "Functional Ceramics"
and the "Flower Show" in Frick
Art Museum.
The open faculty lectures begin
at 1:30. Series I features Timothy
D. Frank, Director of Broadcasting
and Assistant Professor of the
Speech and Communication De
partment (Wishart 101), Patricia
Lee Wismer of the Religion Depart
ment (Kauke 101), and Carl Zim
merman. Director of Academic
Computer Services (Andrews Library Level 1).
The second lecture series, beginning at 2:15, includes Jack Gallagher, Assistant Professor of Music
(Music Annex Center Room), Daniel F. Calhoun, Professor of History
(Kauke 101), and Martha G. Anderson, from the Art Department
(Frick Lecture Room). Following
the lectures, there will be a reception at the President's home featuring the Scot Bagpipers and Dancers.
For the person interested in athletic s, the Wooster Invitational
Men's Tennis Tournament begins
Friday at 3:00, runs until 7:00 and
then picks up again on Saturday
morning

at

9:00. The Wooster Invi-

tational Track Meet begins at 1:30
and along with the men's lacrosse
game against Kenyon.
. Saturday night activities begin
with a steak fry on the patio of
0
Lowry Center from
that
costs 13.94 per person. The Scot
Symphonic Band will play in McGaw Chapel at 8:15 and Superman
H will be shown again at 7:00 and
9:30. Sunday morning worship at
Westminster Church will be held at
10:30 and the festivities will end
.
with a Sunday brunch at Lowry.
4:45-6:3-

The Functional Ceramics Show, sponsored In part by the Ohio Arts
Council, is currently on display at the College Art Museum. The show
lasts through Sunday, May 2. Photo By Dianna L. Troyer.

a

V

This decorative quilt accents the Functional Ceramics Show, now
for viewing at Frick Art Museum. The show remains open
through Sunday, May 2. Photo By Dianna L. Troyer.
open

Mihuta

To Give

Lecture

He has taught art at all school
Educator Dan Mihuta will deliver levels from elementary through
the Parent's Weekend Convocation college. He has taped more than
Saturday (May 1) at 10 a.m. in 300 programs for instructional teleMcGaw Chapel at The College of vision.
.
Wooster.
A recent effort "The Art Chest"
Mihuta, who has produced sever- was praised as an innovative series
al acclaimed instructional series in the arts and crafts for children
for children through Western In- in the primary grades. Creative
structional Television in Los Ange- expression is emphasized while
les, will discuss the step in the building the child's confidence and
development of children as they enjoyment in simple art projects,
realize their aspirations. Another er School of Art and Cleveland
portion of the presentation will Institute of Art
concentrate on the debate over the
advantages of educational televi
;

sion.

i

graduate of Baldwin Wallace
College, Mihuta earned his master's degree at Kent State University. He has had additional training
at Ohio State University, the Coop- A

SMITHVILLE INN
109 W.

Main, Smithvllle OH

'chicken Is our specialty'
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Bluegrass Band Fiddles
Continued From Page

1

Students Rally tin Columbus

lowed by The Second Reverse the
Westminster Church PeacemakArms Race Conference of Ohio, a ers, one group attending the rally
Both Klein and Truit have writFacultv member Nancy Lukens re- two day .convention designed to and conference, plans to continue
ten music that the band has per- flects,
"The rally reminded me of explore various approaches, to re- its campaign for the- - nuclear
formed. Klein and his brother the 60's but with two important versing the arms race, and to Freeze by holding a Teach-i-n on the
Adam have already cut an album, differences: all age groups were provide educational input which lower level of Lowry Center on
and the two will be appearing represented and support was drawn can be channelled into effective Mayl.
together tonight at Zeitgeist.
from a broad political spectrum. action. Highlights of the conference
included an address by Randall
group's
plans for the future? This is very encouraging to me."
The
Beth Mebel, a freshman involved Forsberg, initiator of the Nuclear
For now, they are playing mostly
weapons Freeze campaign, who
g
activities on camfor fun. "We've talked of serious in
things, but we would need alot pus comments, "Frankly, I HATE stressed the vital importance of
ending the arms race to insure
more discipline. Being a student politics and all of that bureaucratic
Continued From Page 4
and being in a band are two red tape, but for our democracy to international security; a speech by
in
Marion Anderson
different things," says Leslie. She work, every individual must make economist
which she explained her view that
U.S. General News: 50
also says that they have been told his or her own contribution. Attendincreased military spending results
International News: 59
by people who know Bluegrass ing the rally and Freeze Conferunemployment,
higher
in
inflation,
National Issues Affecting
bands that they are a good band ence gave me the opportunity to do
and high interest rates; an address
Students Only: 49
with much potential. However, the this. It is very easy to say, 'It can't by
Comments entered in the "other"
Terry Provence which called for
group is diverse, and it seems as be done,' but we all know the story
solidarity with the Euro- section of the questionnaire includthough they want to keep it that about the little train who said, 'I American
pean
Movement; and lec- ed: "Scandal!." "Regular reviews
Peace
I
I
think
can.'
feel
better about
way. Leslie's comment is, "Once
movies. etcs," "international
by
tures
Dr.
Jewett and Dr. of
Robert
news only," "Sports only," "Elimiyou make music a serious thing, it myself because I have not just
Spock.
Entertainment nate sports," "A critique of a
ignored this life and death issue, Benjamin
loses its energy."
by the
creative I.S.," "The weather,"
It would be well worth it to try to but have rather consciously made a was provided
ecumenical group, 'Legacy', "The by lines stand out more than
see this dynamic Wooster original decision and acted on it in response
Blunder-lanthe headlines." "Women's issues,"
and to listen to the music they love to my Christian beliefs and respon- which presented Alice in
an
musical alle- "This is a college paper, we don't
to make. They'll be on the roof of sibility as an American citizen."
need national news," "Alcoholism,
The Statehouse rally was fol gory.
HcGaw with Zeitgeist on May 20.
drug abuse," "Pornography,'1
Continued From Page

born.
The group chose its name, "Just
North of Nowhere (and Too Far
Away to Make a Difference)" because "everyone says Wooster is
just south of Cleveland, but really
it's just north of nowhere!" says
Leslie.
Looking at the individual diversity in the group, one wonders how
they all ended up together playing
Bluegrass music. Klein is the only
music major in the group, Siewers
is a classicalrock guitarist, and
both Andrew and Leslie, besides
being athletes, are classical violinists. As Leslie says, "Bluegrass is
really a whole different thing."
Instrumental technique and singing
style are both very different. However, all of the band members are

competent enough as musicians
the
that they can easily deal withBlue-gravariations that come with the
style. "We never play a song
twice the same way. It's no fun
that way," says Leslie.

ss

Survey

peace-makin-

inter-generation- al,

d,

anti-nucle-

Quartz-PL-

ment privileges to report names
Continued From Page 2 and facts concerning a judicial
ease at our serene college. I regret
The story appeared on the front none of what I wrote; I have only
page of the Voice on April 16, 1982, to say that my story was one of my
and many students and other col- contributions to a newspaper which
lege community members appar- will hopefully someday challenge
ently thought that it was "too students to think more critically
challenging." After the issue was about their college surroundings as
published, I had numerous com- well as the world outside of Woosplaints (either by mail or in per- ter. To those students and other
son) from people who were disgust- individuals who were appalled at
ed with the exposition of this my "openness," thanks for the
"touchy subject." They were upset compliments.
in one way or another about the
I wish that more students wanted
fact that I used my First Amend to think critically about our school

Full Logic Control

M

GX-9-

5

Cassette Deck

le

.

.

st,"

it-t- he

FAR CAST
AUDIO

Turntable
Metai-Compatic-

environment and felt a drive to
contribute in the form of letters,
editorials, or by joining our reporting staff. I hope that the editorial
staff win search to find stories that
will foster creative and productive
growth. The material presented in
the Voice should not only be geared
to what students claim they want to
read in the Voice, but also to what
students want to write.
I sincerely hope that this paper
progresses to be one which we will
all be anxious to read. -

"More about the dreaded threat
from the left," "None of your
"Some steaming gosFascist
sip about Wooster students," 'Tim
Spence should be nominated for
Pope," "Face
layout is boring," "me," "National sex offenses." "Everything you can cover
not Reagan' "One 'fun' topic every week" "Prejudices on campus." "Anything radical," "The
content of the paper is determined
by what students want to write
about, not what students want to
read about," "Anything controversial." "Doonsbury " "Be positive."
The Voice staff thanks the students who took the time to fill out
the questionnaire, whether seriously, or in jest.
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she and Truit, who had played
together before, were joined by
Klein in a friendly jam session out
in the Oak Grove between Kauke
and Severance. The three went to
dinner, and for safety's sake, took
their instruments with them. After
dinner, Klein began picking on his
banjo, and was soon joined by Truit
and Leslie on guitar and banjo. A
little later, Andrew and Siewers
joined them, just for the fun of it.
"We played out in the fishbowl (the
outer area of Lowry's dining room)
for a good 45 minutes after dinner
that night," says Leslie. Thus, with
the addition of Jane Paxton as a
vocalist, this Bluegrass band was
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Convocation Comments
On Madia, Violence
BY ROBIN WILSON

It is a complex situation.
Five distinct terrorist organizations, along with other Republican
and Loyalist groups, plague North'
era Ireland with frequent outbursts
of violence, resulting in death for
-

thousands.
There is an unjust judicial sys
tem which- - characteristically
makes brutal interrogations and
maintains poor living conditions in
prisons.
Besides this observable tension, a
history of confrontation between
Catholics and Protestants makes
Northern Ireland a hot spot of
violence. And the history itself is

complicated. Indeed, there are
many reasons why this small coun
try, with only six counties ana a
population of about one and one
half million is one of the most
unstable regions in the world, said
Thomas P. Foley, a legal adviser to
the Peace People in Belfast, Ireland and the speaker at Wednesday's College of Wooster convoca

of those terrorist prisoners whoj
were not involved in the strike
Foley noted.
In addition, there was nothing
behind the reports to help readers
understand Sands' motivation, Fol
ey related. Sands and others at the

prison had been making the same
demands for prison reform for five
years, Foley said.
coverage would
"Such long-terhave mvolved a detailed examina
tion of events which the newspa
pers and TV are not geared up to
providing," Foley explained. Lack
of consistent coverage on the prison
situation, however, is actually whatl
helped to escalate the conflict, Fol
m

ey pointed

V
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-

-
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"Like the riots in Watts in the
U.S. and at Attica prison, the
violence occurred because of inadequate attention given to legitimate
grievances" that blacks and prison
ers bad been voicmg for years
before the conflicts broke out,
related. In both cases, the dis
- ,
-satisfied people felt they had to do
sr.... '
..V s
something to get attention directed
tion.
But if one were to rely on the toward their cause.
Similarly, for five years. Sands
American media for Ireland's sto:V&-h::;- 'V
ry, most of these issues would not and his prison mates had been
be addressed, stated Foley. "Most asking for an expanded work pro
of the media's coverage focuses on gram, more visitation privileges
violent events and sensational is
and a change in the parole system,
sues," Foley said.
Foley explained. The issues were
'
-- v" - ;. ,V
There is no attempt by the media not new, only the tactics.
.
to look at the historical aspects
Besides the lack of background
which partition Northern Ireland coverage on the hunger strike,
from the Independent Republic of Foley says the media made little
Ireland and bring Northern Ireland effort to cover groups who were
under the rule of the United King engaged in reconciling differences.
dom, he cited. There is no attempt "They only used statements from
to ask why people like Bobby Sands those people espousing violence,"
feel the situation warranted a hun
he said.
gers strike. And there is no attempt
i
But Foley himself was involved
to focus on groups, like the Peace in a youth sports program in which
.. .
People, who are attempting to me- teams from Loyalist Protestant
diate the differences between Cath neighborhoods were playing Catho' '
olic and Protestant groups in lic teams. "This was reconciliation
' Northern Ireland, Foley said.
in action and it gave a different
"When I was in school at Dartimpression than the one which the
mouth, I knew there must be somemedia portrayed of everyone being
thing more to the situation than the at every one else's throat," Foley
'Protessaid.
American headlines told
Although he could point to the
tant Kills Catholic' and 'Catholic
Kills Protestant,'" Foley explained. problem, the speaker said he has
As a graduate student at the few solutions for changing the meUniversity College of Dublin and dia's exploitation coverage of the
later as director of the Peace Northern Ireland situation. It is
People's youth and sports program, even more difficult to urge thorFoley found that there was indeed ough media coverage of events
i"
action in Northern Ireland beyond when terrorist groups use the me
what these headlines told.
dia's attention to violence in order
"The media tends to use violence to further their own cause, Foley
Thomas Foley, Legal Advisor to the Peace People of Northern Ireland, lectured at Wednesday's convocation on
because it is easier to reduce into a pointed out
story or headline," Foley comment"These groups often concoct "Media and Terrorism : A Case Study of Northern Ireland." Photo By Dianna L. Troyer.
ed. "War breaks out but peace events of violence to fit the press'
doesn't" Foley, explained. Peace coverage," Foley explained. The
involves a long process, and so the media, however, is capable of
peace movement in which Foley is doing positive things, of bringing
mvolved seldom receives media the real issues to people's attention,
coverge. Rather, it was the sensa- even with such a complex situation
tional content of the hunger strike as Northern Ireland, he said. It is
of 1981 which had the country this form which must be followed.
thronging with journalists.
"Twenty-thre- e
nations sent TV
CITYTAXI
-crews. CBS, ABC and NBC sent 16
426 South Market
crews," Foley explained.
The journalists were there only to
Discount Llmo Service to Airport
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United States Marine Corps Band
Music In Tune With The Times

Contact Sgt. Charles Prtddp

at 24-32-$

The Few. The Proud.

THE MARINES

801 Old Lincoln Way Wm

t

Opposite Fatf Grounds
For

Ml

Ycco' Carry Out Ssrvles

Phono
Mon.-Ss- t.

Sun.

234-244-

m

evening. Closed Mondays.
For reservations, caU (216

3

6am-9pIam-9p-

Delicious gourmet meals daily; with $5.95
full course dinner specials served
every Tuesday, Wednesday: and Thursday

m

264-234- 1

Wayne Ave. & Gasche Sc Wooster. Ohio
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Struggling Scots
Lose Lax Pair

-

Continued From Page 15
that Oberlin had developed. The
Yeoman scored their first goal at
24:00, but then were unable to score
again until 5:00. Hall added a nice
Wooster goal at 3:00, and the half
ended with Oberlin ahead
The second half was a little more
aggressive for both teams, with
Julie Shubert scoring at 21:00, Hall
at 16:00 and 13:00 to total Wooster's
goals to 3. Oberlin then scored at
7:00 and 6:00 to tie the score
Wooster thought that they would be
ending another game in a tie, but
at :30 Oberlin put in a goal and
there was not enough time for
Wooster to doanything about it
"They totally surprised us with a
I zone," said ProdoehL "Part of our
problem this year has been playing
together, and that is what you need
to overcome a zone. We were just
not able to do it"
The Scotties are at the AIAW
RegionalState Tourney today
where they will met Earlham today
at 5:00. It is a single elimination
2-- 1.

4-- 4.

-

tourney.

Erebia Is Selected
For Harvard Program
jest before doing battle at a jousting match which
occurred last Saturday afternoon in the quadrangle in front of Kauke
Castle. The jesting and jousting were a part of the Wooster Scadians
Two thanes

Society for Creative Anarchonism. Photo Courtesy of News Services.
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By If IKE SMITH
The women's tennis team turned
Tuesday
back Malone College
afternoon in one of the most exciting come from behind matches
coach Doc Sexton has seen at
Wooster.
When weather conditions forced
the match to go indoors. Sexton
wondered whether or not there
would be time to finish all individual matches. "When Malone showed
up a half hour late and I knew that
we only had the courts reserved
until 6 p.m., I really began to
worry." What Doc didn't forsee is
that four of the eight matches
played began with Malone players
winning the first set
Hope Shepherd and Jenny Keller
5-- 3

lost their' first set at number three
doubles, but battled back to win 1
and held a lead when time expired
in the third set to cap off the
victory. Brooke Bashore and Janl
Oder were tied 1 after splitting
sets when the two coaches decided
that the match would have to be
decided by the next point to be
6--

1--

served. Unfortunately, the two

Wooster players did not pull out the
win, although they had come from
behind in the second set

Similar excitement was in store
for singles matches, as Anne Esgar
fought off a cold and her opponent
to win
Lorraine Aten
also pulled out a victory in three
sets, winning
and 2 when :
her match was called because of
time in the third set Kathy Little
won at fourth singles
and
Lynn Grosshandler pounded her
6--2.

4-- 6,

6--1,

5--

6--2,

opponent

6-- 0,

6--2,

6--0.

"Our second doubles team did
not even get out onto the court to
start their match because Lorraine's match went three sets and
time was out," added Sexton.
This weekend Wooster travels to
perform at the satellite tournament
which feeds into the states next
weekend. "We've got a pretty good
shot at qualifying the team for
state" said Sexton, "but the best
way to do that is, of course, is for
everyone to win their individual
matches."

'Noble Cause'
Is Subject
Of Nam Talk
Professor Scott Thompson of the
Fletcher School of Tufts University,
Boston, will speak next Tuesday
night at 8:15 in Mateer Auditorium.
The title of his lecture, which is
part of an S.A.B. series on Vietnam, is "Vietnam - The Noble
Cause."
Thompson, in addition to teaching at Tufts, is a frequent writer
for numerous foreign policy publications and scholarly journals, and
has served on advisory commissions for President Reagan. He is
also a noted lecturer.
Thompson's visit is sponsored by
both S.A.B. and the Intercollegiate
Studies Institute of Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania.

6--4,

0-- 6,

BLOODRIVE THANKS
Thanks again! The Spring Red
Cross blood drive was a pulsating
success. A special thank you to all
that gave. 231 people showed up
and the Red Cross collected 204

pints. Fantastic! It was great for
us, we hope it was good for you
The Men from
too! Thanks
Gable. House. OOPS! We almost
you were great
forgot the CHIOs
too!

:-

'

During Parent's Weekend the
Yearbook will be on sale in the
basement of Lowry Center. Index
staff members will be working all
day Saturday and Sunday selling
books at $20 apiece. Don't forget
that you are still able to buy last
year's 1981 Index at $15.
1982
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Harvard University announced
recently that Fred Erebia, a sophomore chemistry major, has been
selected to study in conjunction
with the university's Health Profession Summer School.
Erebia, who was awarded a
scholarship by the U.S. department
of Health and Human Services for
study at Harvard, will take courses
in chemistry, and join seminars
and hospital internships as a part
of the summer session.
Erebia said he is "very much
looking forward to the program" as
preparation for a possible medical
career.
Professor John Reinheimer of the
Chemistry Department commented, "Fred is a good student
he's
a hard worker, and I think he'll do
a good job on this program."
The Health Profession program
is sponsored by Harvard and

Scotties Halt Malone
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The Scot's Lacrosse Team has
found what it takes to win as they
stretched their winning streak to
three by soundly defeating Michigan State and edging 10th ranked
Ohio Wesleyan,
Going into the Michigan State
game looking for a win to establish
themselves, the Scots took control
from the outset and beat the Spartans by a score of 13-- The game
was highlighted offensively by junior Steve Williams who had one
goal and three assists and by sophomore Jim Delang who added three
goals and three assists.
The real story of the past week
for the team came on Saturday
afternoon when the Scots had their
second chance against the nationally ranked team from Ohio Wesleyan. With the loss earlier in the
season to OWU clearly on the Scots'
minds, the team put forth a great
effort as they nipped Wesleyan by
one goal in a 10-- 9 triumph.
Down 3 at half, the Scots came
out and whipped Wesleyan in the

i

4.

t

7--

third quarter by scoring seven

Rob Bitfield, pitcher for the Fighting Scots, lobs a mean curve
during a recent match with Heidelberg. Photo Courtesy of News
Services.

Women's Lax Drops Two
BY SYDNEY SMITH
The past week has proved to be
another disappointing one for the
Scotties lacrosse team. They tied
Ohio Wesleyan Friday, April 23
and were then
with a score of
defeated Saturday by Ohio State
The
and Tueday by Oberlin
Scotties record is now
In the opening three minutes
against Ohio Wesleyan, OWU
scored three goals. Wooster then
pulled back in and Rosalind Wos-kascored Wooster's first two
at 19:00 and 18:00. Amy
Soils
iarnard added another Wooster
10-1- 0,

11-1-

0,

5-- 4.

2-6-- 1.

w

goal at 14:17. OWU pushed past
Wooster again and scored at 11:00,
but Nancy Hall placed a goal in at
8:00, and Trish Burdick dropped in
another at 7:00. OWU scored again
at 4:00, then Kathy Jims put one in
for Wooster at 3:00 and Cindy
Runnette added another at 2:00.
OWU was able to drop in a goal at
:30 which Wooster could do nothing
about The score at half time was c
7--

The Scotties entered the second

goalie Joan Fisher had 13 saves.
Wooster had 20 shots on goal, and
were shooting 50 percent
At one of the few home games of
the season, Wooster was narrowly
defeated by Ohio State. Ohio State
dominated the first 12:00 of the

nette, in a nice
from Lull scored the final goal of
the first half at 4:16. The score at
half time was
The Scotties came back fighting
in the. second half, with Runnette
scoring almost Immediately at
24:0L OSU dropped in a goal at
17:42, but Runnette, with a nice
pickup, and her forceful back hand
shot added another Wooster goal
at 15:00. OSU again popped one in
at 13:20 to keep Wooster on their
toes, but Addis made a nice dodge
through three OSU defense players
and scored again at 12:49. Then
Barnard made two nice connecting
passes to allow Runnete to score at
11:55, and Burdick 8 7:31. The
score was now 8 with Wooster
ahead for the first time in the
game.
But OSU decided to put on the
pressure, and scored three goals
immediately at 2:58 and 2:48 and
1:27. Wooster, not to be outshown,
dropped in a goal by Runnette on a
connection from Lull at 1:17, but it
was not enough for the Scotties to
pass-connecti-

on

4--8.

9--

10-1- 0.

"That was the longest ten minutes
and fifteen seconds I have been
through." commented Coach
The game was almost a reverse

meeting for
of
the Scots had the advantage in toe
other aspects of the game such as
saves, shots on goal, and penalties.
The penalty situation was the real
key, for OWU was sent to the
penalty box nine times and the
the-teams'-earlie- r

Scots only once.
Outstanding play once again by
first half, scoring four goals at Williams and: Delang aided in the
24:00, 21:58, 19:00 and 13:40. Jackie victory with Williams leading all
Addis dropped in the first of Woo- Scots in scoring with three goals
ster's goals at 13:13 and Burdick and 4 assists. These two players'
added another at 12:39. Ohio State efforts in addition to those of the
then added two more goals at 11:21 rest of the team gave the Scots
and 9:58, but Burdick pulled away their first win over Ohio Wesleyan
from the Ohio State defense and in the history of Wooster Lacrosse.
popped one in at 4:38. Paige Lull
"The key to the last two games,
then grabbed the ball, and Run- has been due to three important

half head, but OWU tied the score
Runnette grabbed the
at 20:00
ball and scored decisive goal at
17:00. but OWU was again able to
score at 15:00 and tied the score
once more. Runnette took the ball
once more to score at 13:00 to pull
Wooster ahead, but victory was not
in sight OWU scored two more
goal, at 10:00 and 5:00. Hall was
able to drop in a final Wooster goal
at 2:00 to tie the score
"Looking back at previous scores
of both the teams," said Coach
Terri ProdoehL we expected the
game to be close. This game was
better because the attack hustled
more, and the defense put on pres- win.
The Scotties came out fighting
sure. We were more spread out as
Oberlin, but was unable to
against
two
we
had
strength
far as
defense players (Jims and Bar- fight the surprising zone defense
nard) score. We're on our way up."
Continued on Page 14
OWU had 23 shots on goal, while
7-- 7.

goals to their one. With 10:15 remaining in the game. OWU narrowed the margin to one goal and
that was where it would stand as
the Scots pulled the ball out and
stalled the remainder of the game.
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Sports

Track Team Runs Tomorrow
BY KARIN HAUSCBJLD
Are you looking for something to
do this weekend? Would you like to
get a great tan? Do you want to see
sometnmg tnat nas oeen taixea
about on campus for two quarters,
and is now making its first and
only official appearance? Here is
your opportunity. The men's track
team is hosting the Wooster Invita-

tional Track meet this Saturday.
The top teams in the Ohio Athletic Conference will be present to
provide some tough competition.
And competition is what the men's
track team has been getting. De
spite several personal nests tne
men were defeated by Muskingum
College in a dual meet Tuesday, 67- 87.

.

The 400 relay team of Stafford
Harrell, Jamie Engler, Tony Benson, and Craig Eisenfelter pulled
off their first victory of the season.
Scott Steffen captured first place
in the steeple chase, with Ken

Godlewski running his personal
best for a close second. In the 5000,
Steve Kipp and Bill Jackson placed
second and third respectively.
Paced by Jackson (4:08.9), the
Scots swept the 1500, with Earle
Wise in second, and Al Jacobso in
third. Jackson was Just seconds
away from the conference qualifying time.
Steve Goodwin and Wise ran two
three for Wooster, with Goodwin
earning his personal best in the 800.
Eisenfelder ran to first place in
the open 400, while Engler ran a
24.00 200, that was good for third.
Wooster garnered a first and
third in the hundred. Harrell led
the pack with a 11.33, and Benson
showed for third.
Wooster garnered a first and
third in the hundred. Harrell led
the pack with a 11.33, and Benson
showed for third.
Chris Thomas placed second in
the 100 high hurdles to add points to
the team totaL
Senior

Mike Smith,

who only

began throwing the javelin three
weeks ago, secured first with a
improvements: the first is the im- personal best of 158.
'
provement in the midfield and
Thomas grabbed two firsts, with
close defense, secondly, we were a leap of 208" in the long Jump,
only in the penalty box four times and a 86" Jump in the high Jump.
and, thirdly, there is an improve- Already qualified for conference in
ment in offensive ball control and
movement" said MarangL
"The emergence of Delang as a
midfielder has helped our offensive
BY KATEZRINX BLOOD
balance and we have begun to
utilize the fast break and the tranThe Division I competition
sition game much better. We are roved too much for The College of
playing with much more hustle and Srooster women's track team as
they fell to a superior Kent State
desire," he added.
Next on the slate is sixth ranked team 107-2-5 on Saturday.
Denison and Kenyon. both of whom
"The score doesnt really tell the
handed the Scots losses earlier in story," said coach Craig Penney.
the season. With a consistent effort "The women did quite well against
from the team as they have shown the Division I runners and we
in their last three victories,, the scored in almost every event"
Darlene Kemp led the Scotties by
Scots could avenge those losses.
winning both the 100 and 400 meter
hurdles in the times of 14.73- - and
68.8. Kemp also grabbed a second
in the long jump with a leap of
1S'2M" and ran a leg on the 400
Students are encouraged to buy relay team of Darlene Mitchell,
their tickets early for the Donnie Robin Mayo and Pam Willis who
Iris concert on May 15. Tickets are qualified for nationals with 50.
Sprinter Robin Mayo. too. did a
88 and are available at Lowry
Center front desk. Don't miss out good Job for the Scotties. Mayo
as the show promises to be sold grabbed a third in both the 100
out
meter aasn (12.3) ana tne long
jump ur6").
ram wuns aaaea more points xor

the high Jump, Thomas is shooting
for national height of 8'9'V
John Srock putted the shot 44'9"
for a third in that event In the pole
vault Smith vaulted V 6" for first
place (conference '.eight), and
Thomas gained thira in the triple
jump.
Head Coach Tim Breiner voted
Harrell. Eisenfelder and Smith as
outstanding performers in the

,
.

.

Last Friday, the harriers placed
third in a field of three. The Scots
were behind Wittenberg (80 points),
and Denison (79), with 37 points.
According to Breiner, the men
went down with the attitude to do
the best they could, "and have the-.competition bring out the best in
you."
a
a
At.
ml.-.- ..
ii.t J VTCIUii
Ul UIV UCUI
8UUU1M ICU
the way. with a first in the high
jump. Wise followed suit capturing
third in the event Srock heaved the
shot for third place, while Larry
Salata earned fourth in the discus.
Smith overpowered the competition with his conference qualifying
vault of 13'6". Thomas, who triple
jumps only in competition, leaped
to his personal best 41'7V4", less
than two feet short of conference
qualifying distance.
Benson ran bis personal best in
the 100 with a time of 11:55. He tied
23.8.
with Engler

-,

.

Spartans
Bishops
Scotched

1S

P--

1882

w

.
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n-thrxrwltlTa

va aaw

fourth, and Johnwu&w
Metz placed second in the 800, with Godwin
right
u
i
behind for third:
Wisesran to his personal best in .
the 400 meter intermediate hurdles
with a time of 58:79. Just :49 short
of conference qualification. That
time earned Wise a fourth.
Thomas placed second in the 110
hlch hurdles, ninned out of first
Metz ran his personal best in the.
1500, to earn second place. In the
Steeplechase, Steffen, showed for
third place. Kipp earned a fourth
place for Wooster in the 5000.
Though the J600 meter relay
team of Wise, Eisenfelder and
Thomas and Metz placed third,
they did reach their fastest time all
season, 3:29.37.
xne dcois wiu xtj io quauiy more
athletes for the conference meet
;
v
this weekend.
a

svv

"

Wooster Falls To Kent State in both

the sprinters with a third
the 200 and 400 meter dashes docking 80.5 and 2SX
Amy Smith and Mandy Burr too
came through for the women.
Smith took a second in the 838
meter run with a 2:24 whUa Burr
placed third in the 5,000 and the
"

'The throwing events also fared
for Ih Scotties. Carrie Bell
finished third in the shot with a
throw of 334" while Lynette Seig-le- jf
threjr the discus 11T8?' for
another third. Charlene Kemp
rounded out the ranks with yet
another third in the javelin with a
throw of 886".
"This meet gave us a chance to
see where we were and gave as the
needed competition. I think we did
a good job over all," commented

.

welT

Penney.
.
The women travel to Gambler for
the Kenyon relays tomorrow, Sat- '
'
urday. May 1.

'
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

ADJED

BAD: we

want
4s your children and the next generation
to see our dreams, goals and futures realized. The

Stephen Towne
Jane Claspy
Jay Heiser

present arms race is a tremendous threat to this future,
our future, and to the security of our world. The United
States and the Soviet Union already possess enough
nuclear weapons to destroy civilization as we know
times over. Yet, the two superpowers are engaged
in the largest nuclear weapons buildup in history.
This buildup will add thousands of new and
e
nuclear weapons to current arsedangerous
nals at a cost to the United States of over $100,000,000,-000- .
This buildup is at the expense of higher inflation,
fewer jobs, and cutbacks in human and social services.
Stopping this buildup is a critical first step toward
lessening the increasing risk of nuclear war.
Therefore, as your children and citizens of the
world community, we support and endorse the bilateral
nuclear weapons freeze and encourage your active
support.

Scot

Nora Hutton
Virginia Peng
Audrey Hannum
Kelly Munn
Cara Marcy
Lisa Davies
Jennifer Burrows
Katie Copper
Emily Rose
Lisa Stearns
Vikki Herson
Mike Miller
Sharon Moss
Sue Wright
Becky Bower
Tom Johnson
Diane Cameron
Angela Adams
Stacey Hammond
Ed Taylor
Karen Christen
Mandy Burr
Cheryl Trautman
Missy Horning
Jodi Nunnarl
Kate Nelander
Rick Van Duzer
Anne Lawton
Joyce Morrow
Susan Mulench
Jennifer Hempfling
Susie Stevens
Cindy Newcomer
Sharon Gustafson
Susan Prop hater
Scott Holmquist
David Thompson
Lisa Vodak
Geoff Jones
Barb Tubman
Barb Endel
Maribeth Bentler
Marty Koroly
Jenny Keller
Michele Payne
Donna J. Brondos
Carrie Bell
Anne Belt
Susan Edwards
Maria Guiao
Trish Van Derveer
Mary Anne Marsinek
Karin Ann Craven
Michele Kapur
Kathy Koch
Holly Jennings
Ginny Lou Shew
Debbie Kersman
Nancy Kinsey
Lisa Brandstaetter
Karen Sapio
Beth Ann Mabel
Stephanie Fernyak
Art Bailey
Randy Anderson
Gary Ferner
Pam Snider
Greg Clark

To improve national and international security the United States and
the Soviet Union should stop the nuclear arms race. Specifically, they should
adopt a mutual freeze on the testing, production, and deployment of nuclear
weapons and of missiles and new aircraft designed primarily to deliver nuclear
weapons. This is an essential, verifiable first step toward lessening the risk of
nuclear war and reducing the nuclear arsenals.
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Jonathan Deenik
Doug Clewett

Karen Dann
Sarah Webster Vodrey
Karen Shuster
Mary Fitzelle
Jean Peacock
Kim Crowley
Lenni Hover
Karen L. Hover
Miriam Rader
Sarah Daykin
Karen Owen
Garth Katner
Jennifer Dean
John R. Seaman
Joe Stuligross
Susan Liggett
Heather R. Browned
Jill Currie
Mara Liz de Jesus
Mary Bianconi
Andy Loess
Karen Light
David Simmons
Joseph Giaconia
Rachel M. Swanger
John Moore
Kathy Smith
Cara Watters
Janet Youngdahl
David E. Bair
Elaine Krochmal
Tara Fetherling
Carolyn Smiley
Stacey Vidt
Shigaihisa Homsher
Peggy McKee
Diane Hinder liter
Libby Black

v

--

Jane Ebert

first-strik-

Christin French
Lee Merrill
Assunta Koay
Brian Hanson
Dan McGuire.
Dona Source
Paul Vasko
Nancy Houck
Jeff Parker
Marian Owen
Robert K. Everett
Jeff Kent
Mike Gajdzik
Jim Lloyd
Buck Allen
Martha Oesch
Louise A. Blum
Nikki Houston
Joellyn O'Loughlin
Lois Calian
Krystin Buckey
Anna Hoffman
Bud Yoder
Emily Rose
Jim Bonsignore
Anik Jivanji
David Ward
Stuart Williams
Rich Bowers
Loreen Kaiser
Tom Truss
David J. Smith
Susan Curie
Hans Fuchs
Beth Knauer
Eric-CaRay nor
James R. Denne
Gib Kirkham
Michael H. Jones

d

Margot E.Watson
Peter J. Silva
John Shafer
Lee Reynolds
Melissa A. Brown
Ase Hansson
Steve Clymer
Elizabeth Alexander
Linda L. Hartman
Sandra Silo

it-ma- ny

Amy Holman
Susan C. Clydesdale
Mark J. Herzberg
Stephen Peacock
Brooke B a shore
Mary R. Cermely
Karl P. Henning
Jenny Chandler
Kaia Phillis
Steve Windahl
James C. Rustic
Jonatnon D. Huener
Kenneth John Wilkinson, Jr.
Rob Manning
Brent Jones
Tom Young
Lisa Bove
Bobby Moore
Andrew M. Klee
Jeff Wallace
Thomas Wiseman II
Susan Nickel
Colin Currie
Mac Squier
Peter VanHartesveldt
Kirk C. Carpenter
Amy Stellman
Tim Seller
Michael A. Angerman
Shelley Schneider
Jim Luce
Tom Nelson
Lynne Kelsey
Scott Ferguson
Tim Tullis
Scott McCormick
Mike Sheridan
Adam Oudsic
Frank Yackley
Jacquie Musacchia

Graham-Raa-

--

--

Lisabeth D. Beatty
Caryn D. Hommes
Kim Lance
Andy Tveekrem
Christie E. Pyper
Tracey Kotouch
Clarice Barbato
Hugh Lovell
Edith McGandy
Kris Leslie
John Ebert
Robert Alan Wiggall
Mike Phelps
John Thompson
Ayse Beyazit
Monica Bowin
Becky Atkinson
Sarah L. McGraw
Jerry Thompson
Carol Winant
Susan Copeland
Dennis Amar
Jonatnon Miller
Christopher A. Luse
John Graves Warner
Craig Wolf
Patricia Young bred
Vassilis Fourlis
John Washam
Eufthimios O. Tsiliopoulos
Kay Fanning
Shah Hasan
Julie Klein
Mark Hoffman
Miriam Englund
Jonatnon Markel-TheMargy Meghdadpour
Kathy Kent
Josh Edwards
David R. Means
Betsy Deeter
Jo Anne Tippett
Cindy Folsom
Raul Javier Calderon Jeurto
Megan Rogers
Eman Ramli
Stephen Nye
Abbie Varner
James D. Haskins
Dawn Larsen
o.

,

.

--

Julie Peterson
Jeffrey W. Dandoy

Masaakl Kihara
Debbi Smith
Deanna Peden
Abby Brown
Deslree Leo
Nathalie Massip
Grace Taylor
Beth Bargar
Wai Chun Lai
Sue Krehbiel
Sue Downs
Tessie Tzavaras
Anonymous
Laurie Sheets
Ann West
Lena Wernmo
Paul Wetzel
Jamie Gleason
Marry Rose Cyril
Connie Holt
Brigitte Jirku
Debbie Taylor
Pablo Valencia Jr.
Frederick Lewis Johnston III
Sandra Kokonetsis
--

--

J.P.B.

Karen Cross
Alice Stuart
Jim Glenn
Marcel Van Tuyn
Nancy Fort
Khadim Hussain

Sponsored By Westminster Peacemakers
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